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SYNOPSIS 

Viewdata systems in commercial use at present offer the facility 

for transmitting alphanumeric text and.graphic displays via the public 

switched telephone network. An enhancement to the system would be to 

transmit true video images instead of graphics. Such a system, under 

development in Britain at present uses Differential Pulse Code Modula-

tion (DPCM) and a transmission rate of 1200 bits/sec. 'Error protec-

tion is achieved by the use of error protection codes, which increases 

the channel requirement. 

In this thesis, error detection and correction of DPCM coded 

video signals without the use of channel error protection is studied. 

The scheme operates entirely at the receiver by examining the local 

statistics of the received data to determine the presence of errors. 

Error correction is then undertaken by interpolation from adjacent 

correct or previousiy corrected data. 

DPCM coding of pictures has the inherent disadvantage of a slow 

build-up of the displayed picture at the receiver and difficulties with 

image size manipulation. In order. to fit the pictorial information 

into a viewdata page, its size has to be reduced. Unitary transforms, 

typically the discrete Fourier transform (DFT) , the discrete cosine 

transform (DCT) and the Hadamard transform (HT) enable lowpass filtering 
., 

and decimation to be carried outCin a single op~l;ation in the transform 

domain. Size reductions of different orders are ·considered and the merits , 

of the DFT, DCT and HT are investigated. 
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With limited channel capacity, it is desirable to remove the 

redundancy present in the source picture in order to reduce the bit 

rate. Orthogonal transformation decorrelates the spatial sample 

distribution and packs most of the image energy in the low order 

coefficients. This property is exploited in bit-reduction schemes 

which are adaptive to the local statistics of the different source 

pictures used. In some cases, bit rates of less than 1.0 bit/pel 

are achieved with satisfactory received picture quality. 

Unlike DPCM systems, .transform coding has the advantage of being 

able to display rapidly a picture of low resolution by initial .inverse 

transformation of the low order coefficients only. Picture resolution 

is then progressively built up as more coefficients are received and 

decoded. Different sequences of picture update are investigated to 

find that which aChieves the best subjective quality with the fewest 

possible coefficients transmitted. 

• 
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CHAPTER I INTRODUCTION 

1.1 INTRODUCTION 

This chapter provides the background knowledge for the 

material described in this thesis. First and foremost, an introduc-

tion to digital picture coding is given, followed by a description of 

different coding methods, in order to outline the different approaches 

employed to achieve data compression. A brief description of the 

psychophysical properties of human vision is included, with emphasis on 

the modelling of the human visual system which is commonly used in data 

compression applications. Methods for the assessment of picture 

quality are also discussed. A general description of the British 

Telecom viewdata system (Prestel) is given, in particular Picture 

Prestel, with which the work to be described in this theseis is associ-

ated. Finally, the organisation of the thesis is outlined. 

1.2 DIGITAL PICTURE CODING - A REVIEW 

Since the first demonstration of digital transmission of pic-

torial information in the 1920s, there has been considerable research 

into efficient image transmission techniques. Digital image proceSSing 

finds applications in many fields, including broaqcast and relay tele-

vision, facsimile, remote image sensing, biomedical irnaging, surveillance , 
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and viewdata systems. During the past decade, there has been much 

progress toward the design of more efficient image transmission systems, 

and this progress is mainly due to the discovery and refinement of new 

image coding techniques, and the advent of relatively inexpensive 

microprocessors, high-speed A/D and D/A converters and semiconductor 

memories. 

The usual aim in the design. of an efficient image transmission 

system is to achieve minimum transmission rate whilst maintaining 

acceptable image quality .. Bandwidth, or in the case of digital systems, 

bit rate, reduction is possible because first, there is large amount 

of statistical redundancy or correlation in normal images and second, 

there is a large amount of psychovisual redundancy also . The redundancy 

. may be removed without causing a loss in subjective quality of the 

image. 

A general digital communication system is shown in Figure 

1.1. It consists of an information source, encoder, channel, decoder 

and finally the information user. The information source generates a 

sequence of discrete symbols taken from a finite set, which means that 

images have to be sampled and quantized for transmission. The encoder 

is a device that transforms the source output into a form suitable for 

transmission over the channel (where errors occur during transmission). 

The decoder then converts the channel output into a form suitable for 

interpretation by the user. In the model shown in Figure 1.1, it is 

assumed that the source, channel and the user are given and cannot be 

altered, so the communication system designer must construct the 
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r-----------------------, 
I I 
I I 
I SOURCE CHANNEL I 

SOURCE 
i ENCODER ENCODER 

I 
I I 
I I L _______________________ ~ 

CHANNEL 

r------------------------~ 
I I 

I I 

I SOURCE CHANNEL I 
I 

USER 
I DECODER DECODER i I 
I I 
I I 

~-----------------------~ 

Figure 1.1 Digital communication system model 

encoder and decoder to satisfy the rate and error criteria desired for 

the system. 

The desire to reduce the channel requirement for digital 

image transmission systems has led to several approaches that reduce 

the redundancy in images. Two distinct approaches are considered : 

reversible and irreversible coding. For reversible coding, methods 

are sought that reproduce the sampled, quanti zed image information 

exactly. The noiseless coding theorem indicates that the amount of 

redundancy reduction that can be achieved is bounded by the source 

entropy. For irreversible coding, a certain amount of distortion. is 

permissible in the design of the system. Statistical rate distortion 
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theory (1-3) provides guidelines for transmitting images under these 

constraints. However, difficulties in the practical implementation 

of this theory are encountered, because no known objective distortion 

measure has been found that always agrees with human subjective judge-

ment of picture quality. For example, noise may either increase or 

decrease the subjective quality of an image(4) . Since the human 

observer is the end user of the received image, then the properties of 

the human visual system may be used to develop more efficient coding 

methods. 

1.2.1 Pulse code modulation (PCM) 

Pulse code modulation was invented by Reeves (5) in 1937 and 

has been extensively studied for image coding over the past two 

(6-9) 
decades . In the basic PCM system shown in Figure 1.2, the analogue 

signal is bandlimited, sampled, quanti zed and encoded using a constant 

word-length code:' If the base bandwidth of the input signal is W, then 

the sampling frequency must be greater than or equal to 2W to avoid aliasing 

and to allow perfect reconstruction of the original signal. The number 

of quantization levels must be large enough so that the quantization 

noise will not cause a grey scale contouring effect in the reconstructed 

image. The mean square quantization noise for a uniform quantizer with 

step size 0 is given by 

02 
= 

12 

For a sinusoid E sin w t having a mean square value of 
s s 

E2 
s 

2' then 

( 1.1) 

provided that the number of quantization levels is large and no pe~ 
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Figure 1.2 Pulse code modulation system 

' . 

• 
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overload occurs, the peak signal to quantization noise ratio (SQNR) 

can be approximately represented by 

SQNR = 6.02n + 1.8 dB (1. 2) 

where n is the number of bits used to code a word. 

For monochrome images, 50 or more quantization levels are 

required to prevent grey scale contouring. Consequently, in a PCM 

monochrome image coder, the image luminance is usually quantized at 

between 6 and 8 bits per picture element (pel). In terms of SQNR. 

a value from 38 dB to 50 dB is required to obtain satisfactory subjective 

quality. 

1 

10-2 

10 
-4 

Q) 

+' 

'" 10-6 
'" 
'" 0 -8 '" '" 10 

'" 
10 

-10 

10 
-12 

5 10 15 20 25 

SNR (DB) 

Figure 1.3 Channel error rate versus SNR for PCM system 

(after ref. 122) 
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Another important factor to consider in a digital imaging 

system is the channel error rate. As indicated in Figure 1.3, in 

which channel error rate is plotted against signal to noise ratio 

(SNR) for a PCM system, an SNR of 18 dB is sufficient (channel error 

-5 
rate 10 ) to produce images of acceptable quality. Therefore the 

essential problem in digital image coding is to reduce the bandwidth at 

the expense of subjective quality. 

1.2.2 Differential pulse code modulation (DPCM) 

The general concept of linear predictive coding has developed 

from the invention by Cutler(lO) of differential pulse code modulation. 

His original patent proposed that integrators be employed to predict 

the present sample based on the previous sample value along a line, and 

that the difference between the present sample and its estimate be quan-

tized and coded for transmission. Since then numerous workers have 

. d h b ' d dd' d h d' , (11-16) ~mprove t e as~c system an exten e ~t to two- an t ree- ~mens~ons . 

Predictive coding techniques make use of the picture signal 

"d 1 ' , , (17,18) stat1st1cs an more recent y, human v1sual character1st1cs to 

reduce the bit rate. Television signals are highly correlated, both 

spatially and temporally. Correlation, or linear statistical dependence, 

indicates that a linear prediction of sample values based on the values 

of the neighbouring pels will result in prediction errors that have a 

smaller variance than the original pels. Owing to the smaller variance 

of the signal to be quantized, coded and transmitted, the,amplitude 

range of the quantizer and thus the number of quantization levels can be ,-
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reduced, resulting in fewer bits per pel than for the PCM system for the 

same SNR. By adapting non-uniform spacing of the quantization levels 

to the noise masking property of the human visual system, a further 

reduction in bit rate can be achieved. 

INPUT 
X

N eN e' 
N ,< QUANTIZER ENCODER 

x
N 

~ 
x' CHANNEL 

PREDICTOR N I 

x' e' N 
\"'+r" 

N DECODER OUTPUT 

, -
PREDICTOR I xN 

, 

Figure 1.4 Block diagram of a DPCM system 

A block diagram of a DPCM system is shown in Figure 1.-4. 

The input Signal X
N 

is a a-bit PCM word. For every input sample x
N

' 

the linear predictor generates a prediction value xN which is calcu-

lated from (N-l) previous samples according to the relation 

N-l 
= 1: a. x

N
_

i 
i=l 

1. 
(1. 3) 

Only previously transmitted samples are used for prediction, so that 

the receiver is also able to calculate xN. The predictor coefficients· 
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a. are optimised to yield a prediction error 
~ 

(1. 4) 

with minimum variance. The prediction error is then quantized with 

a non-uniform characteristic to produce eN and coded for transmission. 

At the receiver, the output xN is reconstructed, and can be shown to 

differ from the input signal x
N 

by the quantization error, qN i.e. 

= (1. 5) 

1.2.2.1 Optimization of the predictor 

The values of a. must be chosen such that the mean square 
~ 

value of the prediction error 

is a minimum. 

E2 = E[e~] e 

= E[(XN - ~N)2] 

N-l 
= E [(XN - E a. X

N
_

i
)2] 

(1. 6) 
i=l ~ 

To find the predictor coefficients a. that satisfy this 
~ 

condition, the partial derivatives of E2 with respect to each a. are 
e ~ 

set to zero. Thus 

= 
N-l 
E a

i 
i=l 

x .) x .] 
N-~ N-~ 

= 0 (1. 7) 

.. ' 
,0 
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for i:::; 1, .... , N-l. Expanding Equation (1.6) and using Equation 

(1. 7) , 

N-l 
E 
i;l 

N-l 
E 
i;l 

a. x . + 
~ N-l. 

N-l 
(E 

i;l 

a. 
~ ] [

N-l 
x .) +E E 
N-~ i;l 

N-l 
a, x . (-x +E a. 
~ N-~ N i;l ~ 

(1. 8) 

Therefore knowing the autocovariances E[X x .] of the input signal, 
N N-~ 

the optimum predictor coefficients a., based on a minimum mean square 
~ 

error criterion, can be calculated. 

1.2.2.2 Quantizer optimization 

In adaptive DPCM systems, optimization of the quantizer is 

carried out based on two criteria: mean square quantization error and 

the subjective visibility threshold of the quantization error. Since 

the mean square error criterion does not adequately take into account 

the human observer and hence the special properties of visual perception, 

·its usefulness is restricted. The design of quantizers based on the 

visibility threshold of quantization errors has been developed by Sharma 

. (17) 
and Netraval~ . In their model, the visibility threshold, defined 

as the amount of quantization error at a picture element which is masked 

by the signal slope at the point (represented by the prediction error) 
." 



Q) 
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Q) 

11 

, , 
~ , , , 

Prediction error 

Figure 1.5 Symmetrical visibility threshold quantizer design 

procedure (after ref. 17) 

is obtained by carrying out subjective tests. The method by which 

the decision and reconstruction levels are determined is illustrated 

in Figure 1. 5. Here the reconstruction levels are given by the inter-

sections of the dotted 45
0 

lines and the abscissa. The decision levels 

can be obtained by dropping perpendiculars from the intersections of 

the dotted 45
0 

lines and the visibility threshold curve to the· 

abscissa. The procedure is continued until the last reconstruction 

level exceeds the amplitude range of the prediction error. This tech-

nique.has been extended to quantize composite colour signals by 

(18) 
Pearson ,achieving a rate of 5.0 bits per pel with good picture 

quality. 

1.2.3. Transform coding 

Pictorial data contains redundancy which can be removed by .. 
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efficient coding techniques. Correlation between the pels suggests 

that bit rate reduction can be achieved by transforming the spatial 

data into a set of independent coefficients, which can then be indi-

vidually quanti zed according to some fidelity criterion. The trans-

formations used are linear and unitary. For the purpose of trans-

formation, the image is divided into subpictures, and this process 

means that redundancy eXisting between the subpictures is neglected. 

Therefore, purely on a statistical basis, it is advantageous to have 

large subpictures. However, for implementational simplicity, as well 

as to be able to exploit local changes in picture statistics and visual 

fidelity, a smaller subpicture is desirable. Also, since most of the 

compression results from dropping coefficients with small energy, an 

INPUT 
BIT 

QUANTIZER 
FORWARD AND - TRANSFORM ASSIGNMENT 

ENCODER 

CHANNEL 

0 INVERSE DECODER 
TRANSFORM 

Figure 1.6 Block diagram of a transform coding system 

.' 
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important consideration for an efficient transform is the amount of 

energy compaction achievable. 

Transform coding was first applied to coding of one-dimensional 

signals and then, many years later, to the coding of pictures by many 

(19-23) 
independent workers . Figure 1.6 shows the block diagram of a 

transform coding system. Here, only the process of transformation 

and the probability denSity models of the transform coefficients are 

considered. The quantization and encoding aspects of transform coding 

will be described in Chapter IV. 

1.2.3.1 Types of transform 

The objective of transform coding is to reproduce images of 

good subjective quality using the least number of bits. Therefore, 

an optimum transform should produce coefficients that are statistically 

independent or at least uncorrelated. Since most of the bi t reduction 

results from dropping some of the least significant coefficients, the 

mean square error produced in the reconstruction of the original image 

as a result of dropping those coefficients must be minimised. To 

achieve minimum mean square error, the image energy has to be compacted 

into as few coefficients as possible. 

1.2.3.1.1 Optimum transform 

The transform which satisfies the criteria mentioned in 

. . (24) 
Section 1.2.3.1 ~s the Hotell~ng (otherwise known as the Karhunen-

(25-26) 
Loeve) transform (KLT) . Let x be an N-component data vector 

and A the N x N transformation matrix. X is the coefficient vector 
.0 
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containing the uncorrelated coefficients as a result of the transforma-

tion of x by A, i.e. 

x ~ A • x (1. 9) 

The optimum transformation matrix A can be computed from the 

covariance matrix of the data vector x, 

e ~ E [(x 
x (1.10) 

where E is the statistical expectation and the superscript T denotes 

transpose. Rows of the optimum matrix A are normalized eigenvectors 

of the matrix e , i.e. they are solutions of the equation 
x 

e x ~ A. x 
X 1.. 

( 1.11) 

The coefficients of X that are obtained by such transformation have a 

covariance matrix given by 

o 

o o (1.12) 

where A , •••• , A are the eigenvalues of ex. 1 N 0 

ex' being a covariance 

matrix, has all its eigenva1ues positive, and if they are ordered accord-

ing to their magnitudes, maximum energy is compacted into the first M 

coefficients CM < N) corresponding to the eigenvectors of the M 19rgest 

o· 
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eigenvalues. If only the M coefficients corresponding to the largest 

e.igenvalues are transmitted, then a.t the receiver the reconstruction 

error will have a mean square value given by 

£ ~ 

r 

N 
1: Aj 

j~M+l 

(1.13) 

This is usually small, since only the smallest eigenvalues are included 

in the above summation. 

Even though the KLT is the optimum transform, its practical 

application poses many problems. Firstly, the covariance function of 

an image is not stationary, and therefore one must either choose a 

different covariance matrix matched to different regions of the image 

or use an average, secondly, in practice, it is possible that some of 

the eigenvectors cannot be uniquely defined and finally, it does not 

1
(27,28) 

possess a fast algorithm, even though Jain et a have developed 

a fast KLT approximation. All the above problems render the hardware 
•• 

implementation of the KLT impractical, at least at the present. 

1.2.3.1.2 Suboptimum transforms 

Many other transforms have been devised which produce 

coefficients with less correlation than the image itself and which are 

easier to implement. Some of the more commonly used ones are the dis-

(20). . (29) 
crete Fourier transform , dlscrete COSlne transform , Hadamard 

(30) (31) . (32) 
transform , Slant transform and Haar transform . Unlike the 

KLT, these transforms are not dependent on image statistics. They are 

unitary i.e. .. 
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(1.14) 

where (AT)* is the complex conjugate of AT; and possess fast algorithms, 

and therefore are easier to implement. Table 1.1 shows the computa-

tional efficiency of the fast algorithms possessed by the transforms 

mentioned above. 

Table 1.1 Computational requirement of image transforms 

Transform 

Fourier 

Hadamard 

Haar 

Slant 

Cosine 

Computational requirement 

(N log2N) complex additions and mUltiplications 

(N log 2N) addi tions 

2(N-l) additions 

(N log2 N+2N-4) additions and multiplications 

3N 
2 (log2N- l ) + 2 additions and 

3N 
(N log2N - ~ + 4) multiplications. 

1.2.3.2 Transform block size 

If normalized mean square error is the criterion used to assess 

the quality of the decoded pictures, then performance should improve with 

increasing block size since the correlation between more pels is taken 

into account. However, the improvement is no longer significant as the 

. (51) 
block size is increased beyond 16 x 16, as shown Ln Figure 1.7 for 

different transforms, based on the assumption that the image is a two-
." 
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dimensional Markov source with exponential horizontal and vertical 

correlation, PH and P
v 

of 0.95 respectively. ~lso it is clear from 

the diagram that the cosine and sine transforms have performances very 

close to that of the KLT. 

1.2.3.3 Probability density models for image transforms 

Generally the probability density function (Pdf) of the trans-

form coefficients is difficult to obtain, since the short-term stati-

stics of the image are not well defined. The first coefficient X(O,O) 

is the weighted sum of the original pels x(i,j) which are non-negative. 

As such X(O,O) itself is non-negative and its pdf is often modelled by 

a Rayleigh distribution given by 

p(X(O,O» 
X(O,O) 
°x(O,O) 

X (0,0) 
[ 

2· ] 
exp - 2 Ox (0,0) 

where 0x(O,O) is the coefficient variance. 

(1.15) 

For other coefficients X(u,v) where (u,v) ~ (0,0), Gaussian 

or Laplacian pdfs have been used. The Gaussian pdf is given by 

1 
p(X(u,v» (1.16) 

and the Laplacian pdf by 

1 

p(X(u,v» = (1.17) 

The use of other models, such as the Gamma dist~ibution(33), has been 

reported. 
." 
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1.2.4 Psychophysical properties of vision 

Since the end user of any image processing system is the 

human observer, an understanding of the mechanism of human vision is 

clearly useful in the design of such systems. Such knowledge can be 

utilized to develop conceptual models of the human visual process. 

These models are not only useful in the design of image processing 

systems, but also in the construction of measures of image fidelity and 

intelligibility. 

1.2.4.1 The eye 

Figure 1.8 contains a sketch of the horizontal cross-section 

of a human eyeball. The front of the eye is covered by a transparent 

surface called the cornea. The remaining outer cover, called the sclera, 

is composed Of a fibrous coat that surrounds the choroid, a layer con-

taining blood capillaries. Inside the choroid is the retina, which is 

composed of two types of photoreceptors rods and coneS. Nerves con-

necting to the retina leave the eyeball through the optic nerve bundle. 

Light entering the cornea is focused to the retinal surface by a lens 

which changes shape under muscular control to perform proper focusing of 

near and distant objects. The iris acts as a diaphragm controlling the 

amount of light entering the eye. 

The rods are more sensitive to light than the cones, and 

function at low intensities of illumination, whereas the cones function 

at high intensities and are responsible for col~ur vision (34) • 

1.9 shows the relative sensitivities of rods and cOnes as a function of _. 
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(35) 
the illuminating wave length • The distribution of rods and cones 

over the surface of retina is uneven, as shown in Figure 1.10(36). 

At a point near the optic nerve, called the fovea, the density of the 

cones is the greatest. This is the region of maximum acuity (in terms 

of resolution). There are no rods or cones in the vicinity of the 

optic nerve, and this part of the retina is known as the blind spot. 

There are three basic types of cones in the retina which have 

different absorption characteristics as a function of wavelength,' with 

peak absorptions in the red, green and blue regions of the optical 

(35,37) 
spectrum • This provides a physiological basis for the trichro-

matic theory of colour vision. 

1.2.4.2 Contrast sensitivity 

The ability of the eye to detect small changes of luminance 

or contrast plays an important role when considering visual display 

systems. A luminance difference which is below a certain threshold is 

impossible to detect and, in general, detection thresholds vary with 

the overall luminance of the background. 

Against a uniform background of luminance L, the just notice-

able difference in luminance AL increases proportionally with L. This 

is known as Weber's Law which states that 

6L 
L' 

k 

where k is a constant in the range 0.01 to 0.02. 

does not hold at very low and high values of L(38). 

(1.18) 

However, this result 

.-
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• 

Weber's Law assumes that the observer's vision is adapted 

to the background luminance L. Adaptation is an important mechanism 

which allows the observer a high contrast sensitivity over an enormous 

range of scene luminance. To allow for the viewing conditions, 

(39) , 
Stevens ~ntroduced a power relationship of the form 

(1.19) 

where B is the absolute brightness, c is a constant and y is an exponent 

which is adjusted to allow for viewing conditions. The value of y 

1 1 
'varies between - and - for light and dark surround conditions respecti-

2 3 

vely. 

1.2.4.3 The modelling of the human visual system (HVS) 

As image processing capabilities have grown in recent years, 

so has-tne complexity of human visual models which have been incorpora-

ted into image proceSSing systems. Even though some recent models of 

human vision are quite elaborate, major differences still exist between 

the characteristics that these models can emulate and the actual prop-

erties of human vision. These differences are indicative of the 

current state of ignorance about the mechanisms of vision, and mark 

some of the present-day limitations on the accuracy with which visual 

behaviour can be simulated. 

(40) 
Hall and Hall model the HVS as composed of a linear low-

pass filter representing the formation of the retinal image by the eye's 

optics, a logarithmic non-linearity representing image sensing and a 

linear highpass filter representing neural image formation, as shown 
," 
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Log 

Figure 1.11 The Hall and Hall HVS model (after ref. 40) 

in Figure 1.11. The transfer function HI (wl of the lowpass filter is 

found from the line spread function of the human eye with a pupil dia

meter of 3.0 mm(4l) which is of the form 

(1.20) 

where a = 0.7. HI (w) is then given by the Fourier transform of Equa-

tion (1.20), i. e. 

HI (w) = J hI (x) exp (-jwx) dx 
-~ 

(1.21) 

For the highpass filter transfer function, there is assumed 

inhibitory feedback from neighbouring photoreceptors which decreases 

exponentially with distance. Thus 

2 2 
a + w (1.22) 

2 2 
2a a +(1 - a ) (a + w ) 

o 0 

o· 
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By comparing their filter's response with actual data collected from 

psychophysical experiments, Hall and Hall arrived at the values 

a = 0.01, a = 0.2. 
o 

o 15 30 45 60 75 

w (cycle/degree) 

Figure 1.12 The Mannos and Sakrison HVS model (after ref. 42) 

. (42) In another approach, Mannos and Sakr~son proposed a pO\,er 

law non-linearity and bandpass filter structure, where the non-linearity 

with power of 0.33 was proved to perform better than the logarithmic 

characteristic. The filter transfer function HB(W) is given by 

HB(W) = 2.6[0.0192 + 0.114w] exp[-(0.114w) 1.1] (1. 23) 

and is illustrated in Figure 1.12. As can be seen from the figure, 

HB(W) has a peak value at w = 8.0 cycles per degree with a rapid decrease 

on either side of the peak. 

." 
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1.2.5 Assessment of image quality 

Two of the commonly used criteria of image quality are' image 

fidelity and intelligibility. Image fidelity characterizes the 

departure of a processed image from some standard image, while image 

intelligibility denotes the ability of man or machine to extract rele-

vant information from the image. It is clearly desirable to formulate 

quantitative measures of image fidelity and intelligibility as a basis 

for the design and evaluation of image processing systems. Much pro-

gress has been made in this direction but the measures .that have been 

developed so far do not correlate well with the subjective rating of 

the images, and this is mainly due to our still poor understanding of 

the human visual system. 

1.2.5.1 Image fidelity measures 

The most common error measure in image processing is norm-

alized mean square error (NMSE), given by 

NMSE 

M-l 
l: 
m=O 

N-l 
l: [x(m,n) 
n=O 

M-l N-l 
l: l: 
m=O n=O 

-x(m,n)]2 

2 
x (m, n) 

(1.24) 

where x(m,n) and x(m,n) are the original and process~d image samples 

respectively, and MN is the total number of image samples. The NMSE 

is often expressed as an equivalent SNR 

SNR - 10 lo910(NMSE) 11. 25) 

.. 
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As mentioned earlier, the NMSE measure does not correlate 

well with the subjective evaluation of the image. However, it does 

provide an indication of the performance of an imaging system, and, 

coupled with informal subjective testing. it is a useful tool for the 

measurement of image fidelity. 

1.2.5.2 Subjective rating of image guality 

Experiments to "judge image quality using human observers have 

(43-46) 
been conducted by many workers . In some instances, untrained, 

'non-expert' observers are used so that the judgement represents image 

quality as perceived by the average viewer. In others, tests are con-

ducted with trained 'expert' observers experienced in image processing 

works and allegedly better able to provide a critical judgement of 

picture quality. 

There are two common types of subjective evaluation: absolute 

and comparative. In the former, observers are shown an image and asked 

to judge its quality according to some predefined rating scale. The 

observer may be shown a set of reference images or may have to rely on 

his previous viewing experience. Comparative evaluation involves 

observer ranking of a set of images from 'best' to 'worst' for a parti-

cular group of images. Table 1. 2 summarises' the commonly used rating 

scales for subjective evaluation of im~ges. 
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Table 1. 2 Rating scales for subjective evaluation of images 

I. Quality scale 

5 Excellent 

4 Good 

3 Fair 

2 Poor 

1 Bad 

ll. Impairment scale 

5 Imperceptible 

4 Perceptible, but not annoying 

3 Slightly annoying 

2 Annoying 

1 Very annoying 

Ill. Comparison scale 

+3 Much better 

+2 Better 

+1 Slightly better 

0 The same 

-1 Slightly worse 

-2 Worse 

-3 Much worse 

o· 
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Subjective rating results are normally calculated as a 

mean opinion score defined as 

c = K 
(1.26) 

E ~ 
k=l 

where n
k 

is the number of images judged to be in the kth category and 

c
k 

is the numerical category value. At least twenty subjects are 

considered necessary to ensure statistical confidence in such subjective 

image quality experiments. 

The results of the subjective testing are influenced by the 

types of images presented to the viewer and the viewing conditions. 

If the images are familiar to the observer, he is more likely to be 

more critical of impairments because of preconceived notions of the 

image structure. Further, test viewing conditions should be designed 

to match 'typical' viewing conditions as closely as possible. In the 

U.K., the viewing distance is specified as 6 times the picture height, 

the peak luminance as 50 cd/m
2

, and the number of observers (who should 

be non-experts) around 20-25. 

1.3 VIEWDATA SYSTEMS 

Obtaining information about certain topics of interest can 

be a lengthy and costly process, and the alternative concept of bringing 

information into the home to be readily available at the touch of "a 
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button is not new. The BBC teletext service, Ceefax, and its ITV 

rival, Oracle have been in service for some time now. Teletext is 

basically a one way communication system in which the complete set of 

pages of text is transmitted at frequent intervals as part of the 

broadcast television programme using data signals carried within the 

blanking intervals. The only control available to the user is that 

he can select which particular page from the received set his decoder 

will accept, store and display, and the need continuously to repeat 

the whole set of pages tends to limit the total number of pages to one 

or two hundred. 

U 1 · k t 1 th' d (47-49) d . d n ~ e e etext, e V~ew ata system oes prov~ e a 

two way communication link between the user and the viewdata computer 

via the telephone network. The desired page can be requested by 

sending a command signal directly to the computer at the local view-

data centre. This command is decoded by the computer and the selected 

page is then transmitted to the user and may be stored and displayed 

in much the same way as for teletext. Since there is no need to send 

whole sets of pages, the access time for.a viewdata page is considerably 

shorter than that for a teletext page. 

1.3.1 The Prestel system 

1.3.1.1 System implementation 

The world's first operational viewdata system is British 

Telecom's Prestel system. It essentially consists of a network of 

GEC 4082 computers interconnected by high-speed data links. The{~ are 
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two types of computer centre, the Information Retrieval Centres (IRCs) 

and the Update Centres (UDCs) , as shown in Figure 1.13. Currently 

there is only one UDC, located in London. It is planned in future 

developments to have three inter linked UDCs, each with links to their 

own IRCs. 

To other IRCs 

access ports 

Bulk update ports 

'1.....-_ User 

User 

User 

Figure 1.13 Current Prestel network topography 

Each IRC has 'ports' available for access by users. These 

ports use a full duplex asynchronous interface which operates at 1200 

bits/sec from the computer to the terminal and 75 bits/sec in the 

reverse direction. Each IRC computer has 384 kilobytes (Kb) of core 

storage and six 70 megabyte (Mb) disc drives. The database is held 

on the 70 Mb discs with a 'master' disc containing a 'userfile' for 

each authorised user, billing information and other system control_~ata, 

a 'system' disc from which the software is loaded into core when the 
." 
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system is started, and four 'data'. discs holding Prestel frames, each 

frame occupying 1 Kb. Dedicated lines connect each IRC to the local 

Regional Prestel Centre and to the National Prestel Centre to enable 

the operation staff to control and monitor the system. 

Generally, the function of the UDC is to give access to the 

Information Providers (IPs) so that they can enter and amend Prestel 

frames on their part of the database. An IP is a person or organi-

sation who places information on the database. The IP pays Prestel 

a yearly service charge and yearly rental for frames, and in return 

may charge a user for viewing the frames which he provides. Informa-

tion is entered into the database by editing. Editing can either be 

done 'on-line' by the use of a simple editing terminal or by using bulk 

updating facilities. 

1.3.1.2 The user 

The Prestel user, on pressing a button on his keypad, will 

be routed through the Public Switched Telephone Network to the local 

IRC and charged as if making a local telephone call. Security of access 

by the user is controlled by the use of a unique terminal identifier 

in each Prestel set. This number is matched with a file of valid 

users held on each IRC computer. If desired, additional security can 

be provided by the user creating his own personal 'password'. 

Having successfully obtained access to the system, the user 

follows a page selection procedure which uses a tree structure, where 

the user is gradually guided to the particular item of information he 
." 
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is seeking, as shown in Figure 1.14. Each Prestel frame contains 

24 rows, each with 40 characters, both upper and lower case, and 

simple graphics, which can be displayed in seven colours in any of the 

eight backgrounds. 

Table 1.3. 

The complete Prestel code table is shown in 

1.3.1.3 The terminal 

A Prestel terminal is an ordinary colour television receiver 

with a Prestel decoder built into it. The block diagram of a Prestel 

decoder is shown in Figure 1.15. The line termination unit inter-

faces the decoder to the telephone line, and also contains barrier 

circuitry to prevent the possibility of dangerous voltages within the 

television set from being connected to the telephone line. The 

modem converts the Frequency Shift Keyed data from the computer at 

1200 bits/sec into low voltage logic levels and transmits data at 

75 bits/sec to the computer from the keypad. The viewdata electronics 

accepts data in serial form and converts this to parallel form for 

storage in the memory. In addition, it also detects errors, controls 

the line termination unit and monitors the keypad for new commands 

from the user. The memory, as the name implies, stores the frame of 

information being displayed, so allowing constant 'refreshing' of the 

display, following the receipt of the frame from the computer, even if 

the terminal has subsequently been disconnected from the telephone line. 

The character generator converts the data stored in the memory to a 

form suitable for display as recognisable characters and shapes on the 

screen. The timing circuits are used to synchronise the display of . 
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characters from the generator with the line and field scans of the 

display section. 

An important enhancement of the system is the insertion 

of a still picture of television quality into an information frame. 

This ·concept and the proposed system is called Picture Prestel. 

1.3.2 Picture Prestel 

The new Picture Prestel service is able to transmit not 

only alphanumerics and graphics, but also still colour picture inserts 

in a single frame. To reduce the storage requirement and the trans-

mission time, the picture area has to be limited to a fraction of the 

Prestel frame. In addition, a further reduction in the data to be 

stored and transmitted can be achieved by the use of data compression 

techniques. 

The overall system is shown in Figure 1.16(50). The original 

picture· is converted by a television camera into its luminance (Y) and 

two colour difference components (U and V). The Y component is sampled 

at 8 MHz and the U and V components at 2 MHz. The size of the picture 

is then reduced to a fraction of that of the picture frame, either 

optically or by a combination of digital lowpass filtering and a decimation 

process .- DPCM is then employed to code the Y, U and V components at 

4 bits per pel, and are then multiplexed for storage at the Prestel 

Centre and transmission to the customer's receiver. 

_At the receiver, once a picture is requested and a 'start 

picture' command received, the incoming picture data is decoded by a 
." 
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microprocessor into 8 bit PCM'words and stored in a separate picture 

insert memory. 16 Kb of memory are provided for the luminance and 

4 Kb for each of the chrominance signals. The displayed picture 

band'Wid th is about 4 MHz for luminance and 1 MHz for each of the 

chrominance signals. 

The normal Prestel character store holds the page of alpha-

numerics associated with the picture . A start insert code on this 

. page switches the display to the picture store via appropriate digital-

to-analogue converters. The display is switched back to the character 

store at the end of each line of the picture by a special codeword in 

the picture data. Error detection is by means of 2 parity check bits 

at the end of each picture line and correction is performed by repeat

ing the previous line. 

Line repetition as a means of error concealment works well at 

low error rates. At high error rates, it produces an unpleasant 

mosaic structure due to the frequent repetition of adjacent lines. 

Also, at the present transmission rate of 1200 bits/sec, it would take 

about 1 minute to transmit a picture insert of 128 x 128 pels. To 

improve the quality of the received picture in the event of errors 

occuring in the channel, a statistical error detection and correction 

procedure is examined which detects and corrects only the erroneous 

pel without tampering with other 'correct' pels. Further, to reduce 

the update time, transform coding techniques are investigated. 

Another advantage of using transform coding is its ability to produce 

a progressive build-up of the picture. 

." 
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1.4 ORGANISATION OF THE THESIS 

Following this introductory chapter, Chapter II deals with an 

error detection and correction scheme based on the statistics of the 

signal. Implementation of the scheme using both PCM and DPCM systems 

is described, with an account·of the formulation of the detection 

algorithm in case of PCM, and how it is then extended to detect errors 

in DPCM systems. 

Chapter III describes the various techniques developed for the 

reduction of picture size to form such a picture insert as that to be 

used in the viewdata system. Conventional methods of digital lowpass 

filtering and decimation using different source pictures are outlined 

in the first part of the chapter. The latter parts of the chapter are 

devoted to investigations of the feasibility of carrying out lowpass 

filtering and decimation in the transform domain using different unitary 

transforms. 

Having achieved picture size reduction, which itself produces 

a substantial amount of data compression, the picture insert is coded, 

further to reduce the bit rate. Chapter IV contains details of the 

various transform coding schemes investigated and the results obtained 

using different source pictures, taking into consideration the bit rate 

reduction achievable and the subjective quality of the picture obtained. 

This chapter also contains a short review of adaptive transform coding 

techniques that have been developed recently. 
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Chapter V deals with the display of the received image data. 

One of the advantages of transform coding is the ability progressively 

to update the pictorial information as more coefficients are decoded. 

Inverse transformation of a different coefficient or a combination of 

coefficients produces markedly different visual effects. Hierarchical 

transmission of coefficients is investigated and the results compared to 

find the best sequence for coefficient transmission. 

The thesis concludes with Chapter VI which collates the ideas 

and work that has been performed during the course of the research 

programme and suggests new ideas for future work. 

• 
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CHAPTER 11 ERROR DETECTION AND CORRECTION 

2.1 INTRODUCTION 

The viewdata system currently on trial in the U.K. employs 

DPCM encoding to transmit the video information. To protect the 

transmitted codewords, error protection coding is used, which involves 

extra bits for each transmitted DPCM word. To reduce transmission rate 

further,error detection and correction without employing protection 

codes is investigated, here. First the detection and correction 

algorithm is investigated using a PCM system and then further extended 

to a DPCM system. 

Transmitted PCM and DPCM video images are composed of binary 

words which represent, at each sampling instant, the amplitude of the 

luminance level, and the difference between the luminance level and a 

locally reconstructed level, respectively. Binary errors are said to 

occur at the receiver if bits are regenerated that have the opposite 

level to those transmitted, i.e. a logical 1 is regenerated as a logical 

o or vice versa. The inaccuracy of the decoded sample depends on which 

bit in the received word is erroneous. If the most significant bit is 

in error the decoded sample may be in error by one half, or even the 

total luminance range of the quantizer, whereas a bit-error in the least 

significant position in the binary word produces the smallest luminance 

error. 

." 
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The effect of a transmission error in PCM or DPCM video 

images is radically different. In the former the erroneous pel is 

perceived as a spot on the image, whereas in DPCM using previous pel 

prediction, the solitary error results in a streak whose origin is the 

erroneous pel and which may extend to the end of the scan line. Thus 

transmission errors in DPCM are more serious than in PCM. However, in 

the absence of transmission errors, DPCM requires fewer bits per pel 

than PCM for a given picture quality, and its greater vulnerability to 

channel errors has thus prompted numerous proposals for combatting 

errors. 

Channel coding is an obvious way to protect the DPCM bit 

(52,53) 
stream, and BCH-codes have been investigated for this purpose 

The employment of error detecting and correcting codes results in an 

increase in transmitted bit-rate and system complexity. Another 

(54-56), approach 1S to reduce marginally the performance of the source 

codec in order to improve its robustness to transmission ~rrors, and 

thereby avoid channel coding. However, the enhancement of badly cor-

rupted pictures is often inadequate. 

The length of the erroneous luminous streaks can be reduced 

(57-59) 
by transmitting PCM codewords after a block of DPCM codewords '. 

or by a leaky prediction. It is found that replacement of an erro-

neous line by an average of adjacent lines results in a marked improve-

ment in picture quality and that two-dimensional prediction results in 

less visible error patterns than previous element (I-D) prediction 
, 

and these observations are confirmed by the theoretical analysis of the 
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error pattern of Jung and Lippmann(SS) . For reducing the error 

streaks of one-dimensional prediction, a combination of DPCM and PCM 

coding called hybrid D-PCM has been introduced (6l) . 

Other approaches rely on exploiting the redundancy inherent 

in most images. 
(62) 

For example I blocks of DPCM words can be Walsh 

Hadamard transformed into a format such that when the receiver recovers 

the transformed coefficients the presence of an isolated error in the 

block will be detected and its magnitude known. Correlation techniques 

are then used to locate the sequency in error, inverse transformation 

applied, and the DPCM signal recovered. This method can be viewed as 

an unusual form of channel coding that relies on signal statistics. 

The detection and correction procedures can be made at the receiver 

without recourse to any channel coding, the corrections being made 

exclusively on the received data(63). The decision as to whether a 

pel is in error can be made by comparing its value with pels on the 

previous and subsequent lines, and if these differences are above cer-

tain threshold values the pel is considered to be in error. To aid the 

detection process, bit assignment of DPCM codewords is arranged such 

that if a bit-error occurs the recovered pel has error either of a 

small or large magnitude. Correction is performed by replacing the 

erroneous pel by the corresponding pel in the previous line. 

PCM and DPCM are widely used to encode speech, and significant 

improvements in the perceptual quality of speech have been achieved by 

exploiting the statistical properties of the speech signal (64-70) . 

In the treatment to follow some of the concepts used in combatting' 

." 
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errors in PCM and DPCM speech are borrowed and adapted to the strate-

gies employed in enhancing PCM and DPCM pictures degraded by trans-

mission errors. For example, in Section 2.2, an enhancement scheme 

that was conceived for PCM speech(65)is extended to allow for the two-

dimensional properties of PCM images. Section 2.3 is concerned with 

DPCM enhancement in which PCM updates are used. Error detection is 

performed adaptivelY,by acknowledging simple statistical properties of 

the image, correction is achieved by interpolation, and failure" to 

detect a known error is partially overcome by line replacement. Also, 

the way in which enhanced picture quality can be traded against system 

complexity is discussed. Discussion of the results is presented in 

section 2.4 and conclusions in Section 2.5. 

2.2 PCM ENHANCEMENT 

The PCM enhancement system is illustrated in Figure 2.1. 

The received PCM image consisting of (MN)2 binary words, each word 

representing the n-bit uniform quantization of a pel, is decoded N 

lines at a time. 
2 

The system operates on blocks of N pels, commencing 

with Bl,l' composed of the first N lines and the first N pels on each 

line. ,The block arrangement for the image is shown in Figure 2.2. 

It is emphasized that the square block structure is used for convenience 

rather than for necessity. 

2.2.1 Error detection 

• 
The error detection system searches for a pel having an 
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unexpected amplitude. Due to the high correlation in the picture, 

errors cause local decorrelation. Although changes in local correl-

, (64) 
lation have been used in PCM speech to detect erroneous samples , 

the technique has'the weakness of not being able to identify the erro-

neous sample with precision. The correction process therefore has to 

modify the samples, i.e., to undertake partial correction, of a number 

of samples in the vicinity of the erroneous sample. Tampering with 

samples other than the corrupted one is clearly undesirable. To 

avoid this situation a 'pel is considered to be in error if there is an 

unexpected change in the luminance level between the pel under examina-

tion and the previous pel along on the scan line (already tested and 

deemed correct) relative to an adaptive threshold. This threshold 

depends on the rms value of the differences between adjacent samples 

measured over a local area of the image. Specifically, a decoded PCM 

pel q .. on the ith row of the jth column of a block is considered to 
~,J 

be in error if 

Iq .. - Q .. 11 > Llad 1.,) 1.,J-
(2.1) 

where Q. ' 1 is the previous accepted or 'corrected' pel, ad is the rms 
1., ]-

difference between adjacent pels on adjacent rows and columns, and Ll 

is a system parameter whose value is a function of ad" q and Q are 

the decoded pels prior and subsequent to the detection and correction 

process, respectively. 

1 
4(N-l)2 

N 

L 
i=2 

ad is given by 

2 
+ (q. ,-q. , 1) 

1.,J 1.,J+ 

2 2 
+ (q. ,-q. 1') + (q. ·-q'+l .) } 1.,J 1.-,J 1,J 1. ,J 

(2.2) 

," 
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2.2.2 Error correction 

If Inequality (2.1) is satisfied, the erroneous pel q .. is 
l.,J 

replaced by the simple interpolation, 

Q .. 
l., J 

1 
= 4 (Q. . 1 + Q. 1 . + q. . +1 + q. +1 .). 

1.,]- 1.-,] 1.,) 1.,J 
(2.3) 

If no error is detected, 

Q .. = q .. ' 
1,) 1.,J 

(2.4) 

The image enhancement system processes blocks B1 ,1,B1 ,2, ... ,B1 ,M' 

when the next Nlines are decoded and blocks B2 ,1,B2 ,2, ... ,B 2 ,M are 

The enhanced image experiences a examined, and so on to block B M,M. 

delay of N lines duration. 

2.2.3 Experimental procedure 

The evaluation of the enhancement methods was made using com-

puter simulation. The 'GIRL' image shown in Figure 2.3(a) was 

digitally encoded, and the bit stream subjected to random errors. 

Original, corrupted and enhanced images were displayed on a video 

monitor from which photographs were made. In addition to these sub-

jective results, signal-ta-noise ratio (SNR) measurements were made, 

where SNR is the ratio between the signal power in the original image 

to the power in the difference between the original and displayed image, 

the measurement being over the entire image of 256 lines, 256 pels per 

line. 

." 
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2.2.4 Results 

For the PCM image, each of the 65,536 pels was uniformly 

quantized with n=8 bits such that 256 ~ equalled the range of the 
u 

video signal. In the enhancement process the block size N=64, and 

2 
the number of blocks M = 16. The detection parameter Ll of 

Inequality (2.1) was found by experiment to be: 

6.0 0<0 <8.5 
d 

-L04~d+l4.9 , 8.5$0 d <11.0 
Ll (2.5) 

-0. 310
d

+6. 86 , ll.O$Od<12.0. 

1.0 12.0~od 

Figure 2.3(a) shows the original image. The photograph in Figure 2.3 

(b) is the corrupted image when the percentage bit error rate (BER) is 

0.6, and it is characterized by a random distribution of dots where 

pels have had their luminance levels altered by the transmission errors. 

Figure 2.3(c) shows 'how the enhancement system removes most of the 

effects of the transmission errors with negligible introduction of 

false errors. The variation of SNR as a function of BER for the 

corrupted and enhanced images is displayed in Figure 2.4. The SNR 

improvement is ~10 dB for 0.1%< BER < 2.0%. Negligible degradation,of 

the image occurs at BER < 0.05 percent. 

2.3 DPCM ENHANCEMENT 

Consider the DPCM encoder shown in Figure 2.5 having a first 

order predictor and a 16 level tapered quantizer (TQ). The predictor 
.' 
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(a) Original 

(b) Corrupted 

(c) Corrected 

Figure 2.3 PCM enhancement, BER = 0.6% 
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-1 
coefficient is a, and z represen~s a delay of one sampling period. 

The predicted pel in the jth position on the ith scan line is therefore 

x .. = (x .. 1 + n .. l)a 
~,] 1,)- 1,)- (2.6) 

where x .. 1 is the previous pel along the scan line and n .. 1 is the 
1,]- ~/J-

quantization noise generated in encoding x .. l' 1, ]-
The locally decoded 

pel y .. is equal to the input pel x .. plus the noise component n .. 
1,J 1.,J 1,J 

generated in the quantization process. The tapered quantizer character-

istic used in the "DPCM encoder is specified in Table 2.1. The quantizer 

is a symmetrical odd function that spans the input range -128 to +128 

The most significant bit b of the binary code word 
o 

specifies the polarity (0 for positive, 1 for negative) while the 

remaining bits relate to the magnitude of the quantized level number. 

The quanti zed output level u. . is obtained from the code word by 
~, J 

removing b , decoding the remaining bits to give the magnitude of the 
o 

level number Iv .. 1, and calculating b times 2 to the power of Iv .. I. 
1,J 0 1.,J 

For example, if the transmitted code word is 1101, b ="1, Iv .. I = 5, 
o 1.,] 

and the decoded pel is (_1)25 
= -32. 

To increase the speed and quality of the enhancement process 

at the receiver a protection channel coder is employed (see Figure 2.5) 

whose function is to transmit periodic PCM updates (57,58,68) . 

Its uniform quantizer (UQ) spans the range of the luminance signal, has 

256 levels, a constant step-size of 6 , and quantizes every Nth pel. 
u 

This constancy of step-size is in contrast to that of TQ whose minimum 

step-size 6 is equal to 6 . 
T u 

The quanti zed samples from TQ and UQ-are 

binary encoded and multiplexed to give blocks of N DPCM words and one . 
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PCM protection word. 

The mUltiplexed binary signal is transmitted, impaired by the 

channel, regenerated at the receiver, demultiplexed, binary decoded and 

the first N lines of samples stored. The picture enhancement pro-

cedure divides the N lines of samples into blocks Bl ,1,Bl ,2, ••• ,Bl ,M' 

as shown in Figure 2.2. The DPCM samples are decoded for block Bl,l 

and at the end of each row there is a protection sample (generated by 

the protection channel coder) whose value is known to an accuracy of 

+f1 /2. -u The decoded DPCM sample y. N at the end of the ith row is 
~, 

compared with the protection sample Q. N" and an error is considered to 
~, 

exist along the ith row if 

(2.7) 

where L2 is a system parameter, typically 5. Note that y y in 

Figure 2.5, only in the absence of transmission errors. 

If the end-of-row test is positive, i.e., Inequality (2.7) 

applies, we examine each pel using Inequality (2.1) with q .. and Q .. 1 
1.,) 1,J-

replaced by y .. and Y .. l' respectively. 
1.,J 1.,J-

The procedure is to start 

with the second pel (the pels in the first column of the image are 

assumed to be correct as they are transmitted using the protection 

channel coder) in the row, namely y, 2' and continue to test each pel 
~, 

in sequence until the last pel y, N is tested. 
~, 

Suppose pel y. . is 
1,) 

considered to be in error. The 'corrected' value of y, , is found by 
1,) 

adding the average of the step changes before and after the erroneously 

detected sample, to the previously corrected pel y, , l' viz:-
1,J-

.. 
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Y .. = O.5{(Y .. 1 - Y .. 2) + (y. '+1 - y . .>} + Yi,J'-l (2.8) 
~,] 1.,J- 1.,)- 1.,J 1.,J 

{y} and {y} are the enhanced and original sequence of luminance pels, 

respectively. 

The error ~(y .. -Y .. ) in the pel at the ith row, jth 
1.,J 1.,] 

column is propagated to subsequent y values along the row (scan line) 

and if these pels are not adjusted to allow for propagation effects 

before they are subjected to error detection many errors will be 

erroneously detected. Figure 2.6 shows an arbitrary group of pels 

along the ith scan line, an error at the jth position, and how sub-

sequent pels y .. k' k > 1, are in error due to the effect of propa-
1.,J+ 

gation. The reason for error propagation is innate in the DPCM 

decoder, whose output given by 

y .. 
1. , J u"+Y··let 1.,) 1.,J-

i,j = l,2, ... ,N 

is the sum of the received quanti zed sample u .. and the weighted 
1. , J 

(2.9) 

previous 'decoded sample. It is the dependence of the current output 

on the previous outputs that results in error propagation, perceived 

as a streak of incorrect luminance along the scan line. 

Thus before pel y. , 1 is subjected to error detection, this 
1., J+ 

pel and subsequent pels along the scan line in block Bl,lare modified 

to: 

k 
= Yl.',J'+k ~ et (y, , - Y. ,); 1.,J 1.,] 

k=l,2, ... ,N-k (2.10) 
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After error detection and correction of y .. , adjustment of all sub
~,J 

sequent pels for propagation effects to the end of the block (j=N) , 

the end-of-row test of Inequality (2.7) is again performed. If this 

again proves positive, the above procedure is repeated starting with 

pel y .. l' and is continued until the end-of-row test reveals that no 
~, J+ 

more errors are present along the row, or having reached y. N' that an 
~, 

error still exists. In the latter case errors have not been detected 

and/or properly corrected. To prevent the error propagating into block 

Bl 2'Y' is forced to the value Q. N' , 1,N 1., 
Further, to prevent the uncor-

rected row being perceived as an erroneous luminous streak of N pels, 

all pels in this row, except y. ,are replaced by the presumed correct 
~,N 

pels in the previous line, i.e., the erroneous row is replaced by the 

row above it in the picture. The (i+l)th line is processed next using 

the same procedure and so on until all the pels in block B
I

, 1 have been 

examined and modified where appropriate. 

Blocks Bl ,2,Bl ,3 to Bl,M are then enhanced, followed by B2 ,1 

to B2,M' B3 ,1 to B
3

,M' and this sequential processing of the blocks is 

continued until B is reached. 
M,M 

In this enhancement system the pels along the first scan line 

and along .the first column in the picture (not the picture block) are 

sent via the protection channel coder of Figure 2.5, in addition to the 

protection samples sent every N pels. Thus in processing block Bl,l 

the enhancement system starts by examining the second row, and if the 

end-af-row test indicates the presence ~~ transmission error, pel 

Y2,2 is the first pel to be scrutinized. If an error is detected, . 
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Y2,2 is replaced by Yl,2 as the correction procedure of Equation (2.8) 

cannot be used for the second pel along a line. Generally if pels 

y, 2' J., 
i:;2,3, ... ,N, are deemed to be in error they are replaced by 

y, 12,i=2,3, ... ,N, no matter which block is being processed. The 
J.- , 

number of pels used in the columns and rows of each block are 32 and 

33 and 32 for Bl ; m=2,3, •.. ,M; 32 and 33 for B 1; ,m n, 

n:::2,3, ... ,M; and 33 and 33 for B ; n,m=2,3, ... ,Mj respectively. 
n,m 

Thus by overlapping the blocks (by one column and one row in the case 

of B ; m,n=2,3, .•. ,M) and using the replacement procedure for 
m,n 

y, 2; i=2,3, ... ,N when necessary, the correction procedure of 
J., 

Equation (2.8) can be used with confidence for i=3,4, •.. ,N. 

2.3.1 Results 

The same experimental·procedure was used as in the case of 

PCM described in Section 2.2.3. The DPCM encoder used the tapered 

quantizer (TQ) having the characteristic of Table 2.1, and a predictor 

coefficient a of 0.99. The received image was divided into 64 equal 

size square blocks as shown in Figure 2.2, where N=32. A smaller block 

size is used here (N=64 in the PCM case) to minimize the storage require-

ment, since the block size does not affect the performance of the system 

significantly. The detection parameter L1 for the DPCM image enhance-

ment system is given by 

1 
3.0 0<0 <11.0 

d 

Ll -0.190
d

+5.1 11.0::0 d <22.0 (2.11) 

-0.0240
d

+1.43 22.0::0d .. 
,. 
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Table 2.1 4-bit DPCM tapered quantizer characteristic 

(The decimal numbers in the table are to be scaled by ~T) 

INPUT QUANTI ZED 
BINARY QUANTIZED 

SIGNAL OUTPUT LEVEL 
CODE OUTPUT 

RANGE NUMBER LEVEL 

>96 7 0111 128 

48 ... 96 6 0110 64 

24 ... 48 5 0101 32 

12 ... 24 4 0100 16 

6 ... 12 3 0011 8 

3 ... 6 2 0010 4 

1.5"'3 1 0001 2 

-1.5'" 1.5 0 0000 0 

-3 "'-1.5 -1 1001 -2 

-6 ... -3 -2 1010 -4 

-12 ... -6 -3 1011 -8 

-24 ... -12 -4 1100 -16 

-48 ... -24 -5 1101 -32 

-96 ... -48 -6 1110 -64 

<-96 -7 1111 -128 

" 
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The variation of SNR as a function of BER for the enhanced 

and corrupted DPCM 'GIRL' image is shown in Figure 2.7 by curves (e) 

and (a), respectively. Their shapes are similar to those obtained for 

the PCM image (Figure 2.4) although the SNR gains for DPCM are more 

substantial due to the greater noise in DPCM resulting from error-

streaking. We observe in Figure 2.7 that the enhancement in SNR is 

approximately· 18 dB over a range of BER from 0.1 to 1.0%, representing 

a pronounced enhancement in picture quality. For BER < 0.1%, the 

image enhancement procedure virtually restores the image to its original 

quality. 

The corrupted image due to a BER of 0.1% is shown in 

Figure 2.8(a). When the DPCM enhancement system was applied the image 

was virtually restored, except for a few short luminance streaks, as 

shown by the photograph of Figure 2.8(e). When the BER was increased 

to 1.0% the corruption to the image was extensive, see Figure 2.9(a), 

and although a few small streaks remained after enhancement as shown in 

Figure 2.9(e), the improvement in picture quality was dramatic. It is 

apparent that the quality of the enhanced image in Figure 2.9(e) where 

BER = 1.0%, is significantly more acceptable than the corrupted image of 

Figure 2.8(a) when the BER is only 0.1%. Thus Figure 2.7 is a guide to 

subjective performance, implying that the quality of the corrupted image 

when the BER ~ 0.02% is similar to that of the enhanced system when BER 

is 1.0%. Of course care must be exercised in making these comparisons 

because of the differing lengths of the streaks in the corrupted and 

enhanced pictures. However, the shorter streaks are probably less 

annoying than the longer streaks, for the same error power. . 
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Figure 2.7 Variation of SNR as a function of BER for corrupted and enhanced DPCM picture 
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-~~--- ---~-~---------

(a) Corrupted 

(b) Section 2.3.2.1 (c) Section 2.3.2.3 

(d) Section 2.3.2.2 (e) Section 2.3 

Figure 2.8 DPCM enhancement, BER 0.1\ ~. 
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(a) Corrupted 

(b) Section 2.3.2.1 (c) Section 2.3.2.3 

(d) Section 2.3.2.2 (e) Section 2.3 

Figure 2.9 DPCM enhancement, BER = 1.0% 
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2.3.2 Balancing enhanced picture quality against system complexity 

By reducing the complexity of the DPCM enhancement method 

described in Section 2.3, the quality of the recovered image is 

reduced. However, the trade-off may be acceptable depending on the 

application. Three simpler derivatives of the system are now presented. 

2.3.2.1 Restricting the propagation error 

In this method, whenever the end-of-row-test (see Equation 

(2.7» indicates the presence of an error in the row of length N, no 

search is made for the location of the error, instead y. is forced to 
~,N 

Q. N' 
~, 

Thus the effect of one or more errors in a row of length N is 

to cause a luminance streak whose length is «N-l). 

the method of forced PCM_updates(S7,S8) . 

This is essentially 

The SNR performance of this system is indicated by curve (b) 

in Figure 2.7, where the improvement in SNR compared to the corrupted 

picture is ·typically 8 dB over a wide range of BER. The images using 

this simple enhancement method for BER of 0.1 and 1.0% are shown in 

Figures 2.8(b) and 2.9(b), respectively. 

2.3.2.2 previous row replacement 

Whenever Inequality (2.7) is satisfied all the pels in the 

ith row, say, of length N are replaced by the pels that have been pre-

viously processed in the (i-l)th row. No attempt is made to carry out 

statistical detection and correction of pels within the erroneous row 
, 

as described in Section 2.3. Because of the high correlation in the 
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'GIRL' picture, this method is very successful as curve (d) in Figure 

2.7 demonstrates, and is compatible with the findings of reference (71). 

The SNR is within 3 dB of that of the system using individual pel 

enhancement over the range of BER considered. The enhanced image for 

BER = 0.1% is very similar to the enhanced image using the technique 

described in Section 2.3 (compare Figures 2.8(d) and (e)). However, 

at BER = 1.0%, the advantage of using statistical detection and correc

tion methods is apparent when Figures 2.9(d) and (e) are examined. ~ 

gated .. 

A variant of the previous row replacement method was investi

In this scheme, when the end-of-row test indicated the presence 

of one or more errors in the row, all the pels in the row were replaced 

as previously described. However, when two consecutive rows were in 

error the first erroneous row, the ith say, was replaced with pels in 

the (i-l)th line, while the erroneous (i+l)th row was replaced with the 

pels in the (i+2)th row. If the i, (i+l) and (i+2)th rows were all in 

error, the i and (i+2)th rows were replaced with pels in the (i-l) and 

(i+3)th rows, and the pels in the (i+l)th row were replaced with pels 

whose values were found by interpolation between pels in rows (i-l) and 

(i+3) . The technique increased the processing complexity, while ~he 

enhancement obtained was not significantly different from that of the 

previous line enhancement method, the experiments being performed using 

the 'GIRL' image. 

2.3.2.3 Statistical detection and correction 

This arrangement is essentially that described in Sectiop_2.3, 

except that pels in the uncorrected row are not replaced by the ," 
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corresponding pels in the previous row as in Section 2.3.2.2. The 

number of streaks is greater, but the mosiac structure typified by 

Figure 2.9(d) is avoided, as erroneous pels are corrected rather than 

replaced. The SNR as a function of BER is shown in Figure 2.7(c), and 

the photographs of the enhanced image are displayed in Figures 2.8(c) 

and 2.9(c). Although the SNR is lower than for the previous row 

replacement technique, the subjective effect is different and perhaps 

preferable at high values of BER. 

2.4 DISCUSSION 

The enhancement techniques for PCM and DPCM pictures des-

cribed here are relatively simple and offer significant improvements in 

picture quality as shown by the photographs. The techniques have the 

virtue of introducing negligible errors at zero or low error rates; 

are capable of removing nearly all picture distortion at percentage 

bit error rates (BER) < 0.6 and 0.1 for PCM and DPCM encoded images, , 

respectively; and offer substantial improvements in picture quality at 

high values of BER. 

The percentage increase in the bit-rate due to transmitting 

protection pels in DPCM images is 3.9 percent, but as each protection 

pel must itself be protected by channel coding this value of 3.9 percent 

will be increased. If majority voting is used and each protection PCM 

word is tripled the side-information increases to 11. 7 percent. The 

receiver reproduces the protection word, one bit at a time, by aCGepting 

the logic value which is the majority of the three transmitted values. .. 
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As an example, consider the relatively high BER of 1 percent. The 

probability of a protection pel (specified by an 8 bit PCM word) being 

in error is 
-3 

2.38xlO . Thus we anticipate that on the average one 

protection pel will be in error for every 420 pels transmitted, 

i.e., 6 erroneous protection pels in the image. This corresponds to 

one erroneous.protection pel every 10,700 pels or 43 Kbits of data. 

However, if the first line and column of pels in the image are not sent 

in protected form, thereby reducing the number of protected pels by 

approximately 25%, the effect on recovered picture quality is not 

serious. 

At low values of BER « 0.1%), the real improvement in 

corrupted DPCM images derives from applying the simple end-of-row test 

and, on detecting errors, replacing the erroneous pels with those in 

the previous row. Simple row replacement of pels at high bit error 

rates (~l%) produces a mosaic structure in highly detailed areas of the 

picture, as can be seen in Figure 2.9(d). Although there are fewer 

streaks in Figure 2.9(d) than in 2.9(c), some of' the fine picture 

detail has been obscured by the row replacemen~ of pels. The forced 

PCM update with statistical detection and correction strategy may be 

preferred because it offers partial pel correction rather than pel 

replacement from the preceding row. The combination of error correc-

tion when possible, and error replaoementon other occasions, as depicted 

by Figure 2.9(e), provides the best enhanced picture quality of those 

pictures displayed in Figure 2.9. 

Although streaks remain in Figure 2.9, some of them can be 

• 
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removed by more complex processing. For example, if the gradients 

(Yi-l,N/2 - Yi,N/2) and (Yi,N/2 - Yi+l,N/2) for the (i-l) , i, (i+l)th 

N 
rows, and the 2 column exceed L2~u (defined by Inequality (2.7» and 

are of opposing signs, then an error streak < N but> I is assumed to 

be present. All the pels in the row containing the erroneous streak 

are. replaced by pels in the preceding row. For some blocks this 

enhancement procedure is effective, while in others the distortion 

increased. Thus if further improvements in picture quality are to 

be.achieved different algorithms must be tried for each block in the 

picture, and the algorithm selected should be the one providing the 

least perceptual degradation. This implies non-real time processing, 

and probably human intervention. The enhancement techniques described 

give good results with simple techniques, yet they do enable an improve-

ment in detail and feature recognition, as exemplified by the trans-

formation of Figure 2.9(a) to Figure 2.9(e). 

2.5 CONCLUSIONS 

Error detection and correction of PCM and DPCM encoded images 

for viewdata system was investigated. For PCM images, the improvement 

in SNR is ~ 10dB for BER between 0.1 and 2.0%. All the errors were 

virtually being removed when BER < 0.6%. In the case of DPCM images, 

the improvement in SNR is 18 dB over a range of BER from 0.1 to 1.0% 

representing a substantial enhancement in picture quality. Simpler 

methods can be employed at the expense of system performance depending 

on the application. Sending a PCM-update at the end of a DPCM block 

stops the error propagating into the next block. previous row 
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replacement technique is effective at low error rates but tends to 

produce a mosaic structure in the enhanced image at high error rates. 

The simple statistical detection and correction method even though it 

gives a lower SNR curve than the previous row replacement technique 

has subjective effect that is different and may be preferred at high 

values of BER. 

2.6 NOTE ON PUBLICATIONS 

Three papers, based on the work described in Chapter II, were 

produced. The first, entitled "Adaptive partial correction scheme for 

PCM encoded monochrome pictures" was presented in the 1979 Picture 

Coding Symposium held in Ipswich, England. The second, entitled 

"Enhancement by simple statistical methods of PCM and DPCM images 

corrupted by transmission errors" (invited paper) was presented in the 

1980 National Telecommunication Conference held in Houston, Texas, 

USA and published in the conference proceedings. The third, 

"Enhancement of PCM and DPCM images corrupted by transmission errors" 

was published in the IEEE Transactions on Communications, January 

issue, 1982. 

Or R Steele. 

All the above papers are in joint authorship with 

.' 
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CHAP1ER III IMAGE SIZE REDUCTION 

3.1 INTRODUCTION 

The viewdata system(47) currently in service in the U.K. 

offers a mosaic type of graphics for the display of pictorial informa-

tion. An improvement to the system would be the transmission of still 

video pictures of high definition. TO fit the video information into 

a viewdata page which already contains alphanumeric text, the picture 

size has to be reduced. Also, since the current transmission rate of 

the viewdata system is only 1.2 kbits/sec, transmission of a smaller 

picture will reduce the picture update time at the receiver. 

Image size modification is essentially a two-dimensional 

sampling rate conversion which in the present case is a sampling rate 

reduction, or dec~ation. The process of sampling rate conversion has 

b "d f dOff "" (72-79) een exam1ne ram 1 erent v1ewpo1nts . 
(72) 

Crooke et al have 

shown that for bandlimiting applications, computational efficiencies can 

be gained by sampling rate reduction. 
(73) 

Schafer and Rabiner have 

shown that both sampling rate increase and reduction are basically 

interpolation processes and can be efficiently implemented using finite 

impulse response (FIR) digital filters. Furthermore, they show that 

sampling rate conversion for any rational ratio of sampling frequencies 

can be efficiently implemented by a two-stage process "consisting of an 

integral sampling rate increase followed by an integral sampling rate 

decrease. 
(74) 

Bellanger et al found that efficient implementations 
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of lowpass FIR filters could be obtained by a process of first reducing 

the sampling rate, filtering, and then increasing the sampling rate 

back to the original frequency. 
. (75) 

Sh~vely proposed a procedure for 

optimally choosing the reduction ratios at each stage such that the 

amount of computation in the overall sampling rate reduction process 

was minimised and Crochiere 
. (76) 

and Rab~ner presented a general 

theory of multistage decimators and interpolators for sampling rate 

reduction and increase. 

In this chapter, different approaches to image reduction 

are examined. In Section 3.2, the general properties of the unitary 

transforms used are outlined. In Section 3.3, lowpass filtering 

and decimation in the spatial domain is described. However, instead 

of performing the lowpass filtering in the spatial domain, one can 

perform the operation in the frequency or transform domain by virtue 

of the multiplication-convolution property of the orthogonal trans-

formation. This is particularly useful if the source coder of the 

image processing system is a transform coder. In Section 3.4, the 

source signal is lowpass filtered in the cosine domain and. then 

decimation carried out in the spatial domain. In Section 3.5, the 

feasibility of both lowpass filtering and decimation in the transform 

domain is investigated. In this case, Fourier, cosine and Hadamard 

transforms are considered. 

." 
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3.2 UNITARY TRANSFORMS 

3.2.1 Fourier transform 

The discrete Fourier transform (DFT) has long been used 

f ' 1 l' (80,81) d ' h f ' f d' h or slgna ana YS1S an was t e lrst trans arm use In t e 

, (82-84) , 
early development of transform cod~ng • The discrete two-

dimensional Fourier transform of an image array is defined in series 

form as 

N-l N-l 
1 F(u,v); L 
N 

-j 27f 
f(k,i)exp{---N- (uk +,vi)} 

where j ;1=1, and the discrete inverse transform is given by 

1 f(k,i) ; 
N 

N-l N-l 
'2 

F(u,v)exp {J
N

7f(uk + vi)} 

(3.1) 

(3.2) 

The basis functions of the transform are complex exponentials and may 

be decomposed into sine and cosine components i.e. 

A(k,i;u,v) ; 
-j 27f 

exp{ N(uk + vi)} 

27f 
+ vi) } 

27f 
+ vi)} ; cos{-(uk -j sin{N(uk 

N 
(3.3) 

'2 
B(k,i;u,v) ; exp{J N7f (uk + vi)} 

27f + vi) } , {27f ( + vi) } ; cos{N(uk + j Sln N uk (~, 4) 

," 
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Figure 3.1 contains the plots of the sine and cosine components of 

the one dimensional Fourier basis functions for N=16. 

The spectral component at the origin of the Fourier domain 

N-l N-l 

F(O,O) 
1 (3.5) = N 
k~ 

is equal to N times the spatial average of the image plane intensity. 

If f(k,~) represents a luminance field, then F(O,O) is the average 

brightness in the spatial domain. 

The two-dimensional Fourier transform of an image is 

essentially a Fourier series representation of a two-dimensional field. 

For the Fourier series representation to be valid, the field must be 

periodic. For a real positive function, f(k,2), its Fourier trans-

form will, in general, be complex containing 2N2 components. However, 

F(u,v) exhibits the property of conjugate symmetry, and therefore one-

half of the transform domain samples are redundant, that is, they can 

be generated from the other transform samples. 

The transformation matrix A can be written in direct product 

form as 

A = (3.6) 

, 
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Figure 3.1 Fourier basis functions (after ref. 51) 
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where 

0 0 0 0 w w w w 

0 1 2 N-l 
w w w w 

0 2 4 2(N-l) (3.7) 
1 

w w w w 

AR AC = r'N 

. 2 
0 (N-l) 

w . . . . . . w 

with w = exp {-21lj!NL 

3.2.2 Cosine transform 

The performance of the discrete cosine transform (DCT) 

has been shown to compare closely to that of the Karhunen-Loeve (K-L) 

transform(29) which is known to be optimal with respect to the follow

ing performance criteria: variance distribution (85)., estimation using 

the mean square error criterion(86,87) , and the rate distortion 

. (88) 
functl.on . Since there is no fast algorithm for the K-L transform, 

and fast algorithms have been developed for the DCT(89 ,90) , the latter 

has been used increasingly for transform coding. 

F(u,v) 

The discrete two-dimensional cosine transform is defined as 

N-l N-l 
2 

= N c(u) C(v) E E f(k,l'.) cos{~ [U(k4)]} cos{~ [V(£4)]} (3.8) 
£=0 k=O 

and its inverse is defined as 

.' 
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N-l N-l 

flk,l) 
2 
N L Clu)clv) Flu,v) cos (~ [Ulk~)]} COs{~ [VII~)]}13.9) 

u=O v--Q 

where clo) 
1 

= 12 and C(m) = 1 for m = 1, 2, .... N-l. 

Figure 3.2 contains plots of the cosine transform basis functions for 

N = 16. 

3.2.3 Hadamard transform 

The Hadarnard transform(30) is based upon the Hadarnard 

matrix, which is a square array of plus and minus ones whose rows and 

columns are orthogonal. A normalised ~ x N Hadarnard matrix satisfied 

the relation 

(3.10) 

where I is an identity matrix. 

If a Hadarnard matrix of order N exists IN > 2), then N = 0 

mod 4. The existence of a Hadarnard matrix for every value of N satis-

fying this requirement has not been shown, but constructions are avail-

able for all permissible values of N up to 200. The simplest construc-

tion is for a Hadamard matrix of order N = 2
n 

where n is an integer. 

In this case, if HN is a Hadamard matrix of order N, the matrix 

• 
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HN H 
1 

N 

H2N =/2 (3.11) 

HN -H 
N 

is a Hadamard matrix of order 2N. 

The rows of the Hadamard matrix can be considered to be 

samples of rectangular waves with a subperiod of ~ units. These 

continuous functions called Walsh functions are further related to 

the Rademacher block pulse functions. The number of sign changes 

along each row of the Hadamard matrix divided by two is called the 

sequency of the row. 

For symmetric Hadamard matrices.of order N;2
n

, the two 

dimensional Hadamard transform may be written in series form as 

F(U,v) = 

where p(k,9-;u,v) 

1 
N 

N-1 N-l 

k=O 9-=0 

n-l 

E 
i=O 

(3.12) 

(3.13) 

The terms u" V" k., 2. are the bit states of the binary representa-
1. 1. 1. 1. 

tions of u, V, k, 2 respectively~ Another series representation 

exists for a Hadamard matrix in I ordered , form in which the sequency 

of each row is higher than the preceding row. By this representa~ion, 

.0 



1 
F(u,v) = 

N 

where q(k,2;u,v) = 

and go (u) - u 
n-l 

gl (u) - u 
n-l 

g2 (u) - u 
n-2 

78 

N-l N-l 

E E f(k,2) (_1)Q(k,2;u,v) 

k=O t=O 

n-l 

E 
i=O 

+ u 
n-2 

+ u 
n-3 

(3.14) 

(3.15) 

(3.16) 

Hadamard transform basis functions for the ordered transform with 

N = 16 are shown in Figure 3.3. 

3.2.4 Implementation of two-dimensional unitary transforms 

The forward unitary transformation of a N x N image array 

f(j,k) results in an N x N transformed image array as defined by 

N-l N-l 

F(U,V) E E f(k,!) A(k,£;u,v) (3.17) 

.. 
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where A(k,i;u,v) represents the forward transform kernel. An inverse 

transformation provides a mapping from the transform domain to the 

image space as given by 

'N-l N-l 

f(k,i) ; E F(u,v) B(k,i;u,v) (3.18) 

where B{k,t;u,v) denotes the inverse transform kernel~ 

It is obvious that 

B(k,i;u,v) -1 A (k,i;u,v) (3.19) 

For a real unitary transformation the matrix inverse is given by 

-1 T A (k,i;u,v) ; A (k,i;u,v) (3.20) 

and A is said to be orthogonal. 

Image transformation can be considered as a multidimensional 

rotation of coordinates. One of the major properties of a unitary 

transformation is that measure is preserved. For example, a mean-square· 

difference between two images is equal to the mean-square difference 

between the transforms of the image. Another approach to the visuali-

sation of image transformation is to consider Equation (3.17) as a 

means of synthesizing an image with a set of two-dimensional mathematical 

functions A(k,~;u,v) for each _ transform coordinate (u,v). 'In this 

interpretation the kernel A (k, ~; u, v) is the two-dimensional basis function 

and the transform coeffient F(u,v) is the amplitude of the basis function 

'-

required in the synthesis of the image. 
." 
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3.3 LOWPASS FILTERING AND DECIMATION IN THE SPATIAL DOMAIN 

A general illustration of a sampling rate conversion system 

. (91) 
is shown in Flgure 3.4 . Given the signal x(n) ,sampled at the 

1 1 
rate F = T' y(m) is to be computed with a new sampling rate F' T' 

Only cases where the ratio of sampling periods of y(m) and x(n) can 

.be expressed as a rational fraction are considered, i.e. 

T' F M 
== = 

T F' L 

where M and L are integers. 

F 

x(n) 
0--'---\ 

1 
T 

g (n) 

1 F' :::: 
T' 

(3.21) 

Figure 3.4 Generalised sampling rate reduction system 

The system shown in Figure 3.4 is an inherently linear 

time-varying system with response g(n) . Since the system is linear, 

each output sample y(m) can be expressed as a linear combination of 

input samples: 

y(m) = 1: g (n) x (m-n) (3.22) 
n= _w 

.' 
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3.3.1 Theoretical background 

3.3.1.1 Sampling rate reduction-decimation by an integral factor M 

Consider the process of reducing the sampling rate of x(n) 

by an integral factor M, i.e. 

T' 
T 

M 

Then the new sampling rate is F' = ~. 

(3.23) 

Assume that x(n) represents a. 

full bandwidth signal, i.e. its spectrum is non-zero for all frequen-

cies f in the range - ~ ~ f ~ ~, with w = 2nfT, i.e. 

(3.24) 

except possibly at an isolated set of points. In order to reduce the 

sampling rate and to avoid aliasing at this lower rate, it is necessary 

to filter the signal x(n) with a digital lowpass filter which approxi-

mates the ideal characteristic 

Iwl 
(3.25) 

otherwise 

The sampling rate reduction is then achieved by forming the sequence 

y(m) by extracting every Mth sample of the filtered output. This 

process is illustrated in Figure 3.5. If we denote the lowpass 

filter unit impulse response as h(n), then we have 

q (n) h (k) x (n-k) (3.26) 



x (n) 
• 

q(n) 
• h (n) 

F F 
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F 
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Figure 3.5 Block diagram for sampling rate reduction 
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where q(n) is the filtered output. The final output y(m) is then 

obtained as 

y(m) q(Mm) (3.27) 

Figure 3.6 shows the typical amplitude spectra of the signals 

x(n), h(n), q(n) and y(m) for an M to 1 sampling rate reduction. 

By substituting Equation (3.26) into Equation (3.27), the 

relationship between y(m) and x(n) is obtained, i.e. 

y(m) = E h (k) x (Mm-k) (3.28) 
k= _00 

To derive the relationship between the z-transforms of y(m) 

and x(n) we define the signal 

~ { qo (n) , 
q' (n) -

n :::; 0, ..±.M, .:t.2M, 

(3.29) 

otherwise 

A convenient and useful representation of ql (n) is then 

q' (n) 

M-l 
E e 
R.=O 

j2dn 
M ] -co < n < 00 (3.30) 

where the term in brackets corresponds to a discrete Fourier series 

representation of a periodic impulse train with a period of M samples. 

Thus we have 

y(m) = q' (Mm) q(Mm) (3..:31) 

." 
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The z-transform of y(m) is 

00 

y (z) 
m= _00 

00 

m= _00 

y(m) -m z 

-m q'(Mm)z 

and since q' (m) is zero except at integral multiples of M, 

Equation (3.32) becomes 

00 -m 

y (z) = E q' (m) z M 
m= _00 

j21T£m -m 
00 

_00 q (m) [~ 
M-l M 

z M] = 1: E e 
m= £=0 

j 21T £m -m 
M-l 

[ 
00 

M 
11 ] = .!:. 1: E q(m) e z 

M 
£=0 m= _00 

M-l 
-j21T£ 1 

1 M -
= 1: Q (e z M) 

M .11.=0 

Since 

Q (z) H(z). X(z) 

We can express Y(z) as 

M-l [ 
Y (z) = ~ E H (e 

.11.=0 

~ -j~d z ~ I] 
) • X ( e 

M 
z 

(3.32) 

(3.33) 

(3.34) 

(3.35) 

. 
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jw' 
Evaluating Y(z) on the unit circle, z = e ,leads to the result 

Y(e 
jw' 

) 

.j (w'-2rrJl.) 

= ~ ~-l [H(e 
M JI.=O 

M 
) • X (e 

j(w'-2rrJl.) 

M ) ] (3.36) 

where 

w' = 2nfT' (3.37) 

Equation (3.36) expresses the Fourier transform of the output 

signal y(m) in terms of the transforms of the aliased components of the 

filtered input signal x(n) . By expanding Equation (3.36) we see that 

jw' 
1 

Y (e ) = 
M 

+ H(e 

jw' 
M 

) • X (e 

j (w' -2rr) 
M 

• X(e 

~ 
M ) 

j(w'-2rr) 
M ) + ] (3.38) 

Since H(e jw) is negligible for I I w ~ 
rr 

, Equation (3.38) then becomes 
M 

3.3.1.2 

jw' 
1 

Y (e ) = 
- M for Iwl ~ rr 

M Sampling·rate reduction by a rational factor 
L 

(3.39) 

In the previous section, sampling rate reduction by an integral 

factor M was demonstrated. Now the general case of conversion by the 

ratio 

T' M 
= (3.40) 

T L 
.0 



or 

F O = !oF 
M 

where L < M will be considered. 
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(3.41) 

This conversion is achieved by first increasing the sampling 

rate by L and then decreasing it by M as in Figure 3.7(a). It is 

important to note that interpolation by L must precede decimation by 

M so that the width of the baseband of the intermediate signal s(k) is 

greater than or equal to the baseband of x(n) or y(m). 

Interpolator 
r-- - ----- .. --- .. -- --- -_ .. --- .. ----
o 0 

Decimator 
r---------------------------~ o 0 

0 0 0 

x (n) : Iq (k)1 :s (k) 0 I I 0 y(m) 
0 1 0 0 

0 L I l hI (k) 0 
0 0 
0 
0 0 

o 0 
... ----- ---------------- .... ----"" 

F F" 

x (n) q (k) 
0 • L • 

F F" = LF 

= 

(a) 

0 I h2 (k) I -
M 0 

0 0 

o ' 
~-----------------------------~ 

LF 

v(k) 

L 
F' = - F 

M 

y (m) 
h(k) • 1 

M 
f-----o 

F" 

(b) 

L 
F' = - F 

M 

Figure 3.7 (a) Cascade of integral interpolator and decimator 

for achieving sampling ra~e conversion by rational 

fractions 

·(b) A more efficient implementation of this process .. 
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Interpolation is carried out by inserting L-l zero-value 

samples between each pair of samples of x(n), giving the signal 

x (t) , 
q (k) = {o 

k 0, ::L, +2L 

(3.42) 

otherwise 

as illustrated in Figure 3.8. 

It is clear that from Figure 3.8, the spectrum of q(k) con-

tains not only the baseband frequencies of interest (i.e.- ~ to ~) but 
. L L 

also images of the baseband centered at harmonics of the original 

sampling frequency. To recover the baseband signal, the signal q(k) 

is filtered with a lowpass filter which approximates the ideal 

characteristic. 

Iw'l or 
L 

otherwise 

'where G L to ensure that the amplitude of s (k) is correct. 

(3.43) 

To show that G Li we make use of the convolution theorem, 

jw' 
S (e ) 

and within the range Iw'I 

jw' 
s(e ) = 

jw' 
Hl (e ) 

jw' 
Hl (e ) 

or 

jw' 
Q(e ) 

jw'L 
x(e ) 

" , we have , 
L 

jw'L 
G. X(e ) 

(3.44 ) 

• 

(3.45) . 
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Taking the d.c. component of the inverse Fourier transform 
jw' 

of s(e ) , 

1T jw' 
s (0) = J S(e ) dw' 

-1T 

1T jW'L 

= G J x(e ) dw' 
-1T 

1T jw 
G J x(e ) dw (3.46) = L 

-'IT 

·Therefore a gain G = L is required to match the amplitudes of the 

envelopes of s(k) and x(n) . 

Decimation by M is then carried out on s(k) to obtain y(m) 

as described in Section 3.3.1.1. 

A more efficient way of implementing the overall process 

can be achieved if the filters hl(k) and h
2

(k) are combined to form 

a composite lowpass filter h(k) as shown in Figure 3.7(b). This 

filter must approximate the ideal lowpass filter characteristic 

jw" 
H(e 

where w" 
21TfT 

L 

/w"/ ~ min I~ ~I 

otherwise 

and the sampling rate of the filter is F" = LF. 

(3.47 ) 

To derive the time domain relationship between x(n) and y(m) 

in Figure 3.7 (b), we express y(m) in terms of v(k), i.e. 

y(m) v(Mm) (3.48) 
.' 
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where 

~ 

v(k) = E h (k-n) q (n) 
n= -~ 

~ 

= E h (k-n) x( !'.) 
n= -~ L 

= E h(k-rL) x(r) (3.49) 
r= -co 

Combining Equations (3.48) and (3.49) gives, 

y(m) = E h(Mm-rL) x(r) (3.50) 
r:; _00 

3.3.2 Realization of digital lowpass filters 

The decimation process as described in Section 3.3.1 was 

implemented with two different type of digital lowpass filters 

(i) the Infinite Impulse Response Filter 

(ii) the Finite Impulse Respcnse Filter. 

Realizations of the filters are given below. 

3.3.2.1 Infinite Impulse Response (IIR) Filter 

The transfer function H(Z) of an IIR filter of order N is 

given as a ratio of two polynomials in z-l 
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-1 -M 
a

O + alz + - - - - + aMz 
H(z) = (3.51) -1 -N 

1 + blz + - - + bNz 

If the poles and zeroes are known,Equation (3.51) can then be 

expressed in factored form as 

H (z) = 

-1 - - - (l-a z ) 
M 

(3.52) 

H(z) can be implemented by cascading several second order sections in 

serial form as in Equation (3.53) 

(3.53) 

where Hl (z), H2 (Z), - - -,HK(Z) are second order sections. Figure 3.9 

shows a block diagram of an IIR filter constructed in this way. 

An Nth order Butterworth lowpass· filter designed using the 

. (92) above technique has a squared magn~tude functLon 

= 

where 

1 

1 + [tan(1T ::) ]2N 

tan(1T-) 
w 

s 

w = sampling frequency 
s 

w cutoff frequency 
c 

(3.54 ) 

The poles are given by the values of Srn which fall witliin 

.. " 

• 
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the unit circle in the z-plane. The real and imaginary parts X and 
m 

Y of B can be calculated from the following expressions: 
m m 

where 

X 
m 

Y 
m 

d 

1 -
2 ,wc 

tan (1[
w 

s 
d 

w 
2 tan 

c 
(1[-) 

w 
sin 

= 

1 - 2 tan 

d 

w 
c (1[-) 

w 
s 

s 

cos 
2 Wc 

tan (1[-) 
w 

s 

m 0, 1, - - - - 2N-l 

(3.55) 

(3.56) 

(3.57) 

m1[ 1[ (2m+l) 
If N is even, IN should be replaced by 2N in the above equations. 

All the zeroes of the filter are situated at z= -1. 

Figure 3.10 shows the magnitude and phase responses of 

Butterworth filters with N = 2 to N = 10. From the magnitude 

responses, it is obvious that the higher the order of the filter, the 

sharper is the magnitude response. Unfortunately, the corresponding 

phase response becomes increasingly nonlinear. A,sharp cutoff in the 

magnitude response reduces aliasing; however, it produces fringing I 

and has an associated nonlinear phase response. On the other hand, as 

the order of the filter decreases, the phase nonlinearity lessens and 

the overshoots in the output signal are reduced but the smoother cut-

off introduces aliasing which,is visible in the picture. 

. 
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Figure 3.10 Frequency responses of Butterworth filters (N=2 to N=lO) 
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Figures 3.11 (i) to (iv) show the filtered and decimated 

versions of part of the BBC Testcard F using, respectively, Butterworth 

filters of 2nd, 4th, 6th, and 8th orders with the same cutoff frequency 

and sampling rate reduction. It is obvious from the figures that the 

2nd order filter has too smooth a response whereas that of the 8th 

order filter is too sharp. A good compromise appears to be the 4th 

order Butterworth filter. 

3.3.2.2 Finite Impulse Response (FIR) Filter 

Given a finite-duration·filter impulse response h(O) , h(l), 

-,h(N-l) the z-transform of this filter is 

H(z) 
N-l 
l: 
n=O 

-n h(n)z (3.58) 

Since h(n) is of finite duration, it can be represented in terms of its 

discrete Fourier transform (DFT) H(k), k = 0, 1, - - - -, N-l, as 

follows: 

j21Tkn 

1 
N-l N 

h(n) = l: H(k) e 
N 

k=O 
(3.59) 

where 

H(k) = H(z) j 21Tk (3.60) 
N 

z = e 
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Figure 3.13 'TESTCARD' image 

( i) 2nd order ( 11)' 4th order 

(Hi) 6th order (iv) 8th order 

Figure/3.ll Filtered images using the Butterworth filters, ARF = (\)2 .. 

===.~ ------=----- - ------
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substituting Equation (3.59) in Equation (3.58) and interchanging sums, 

we observe that the sum Over the n index can be evaluated in closed 

form so that 

H(k) 
H (z) = 

N-l 
E 
k=O 

(3.61) 

jw 
Evaluating Equation (3.61), on the unit circle where z = e leads to 

the interpolated frequency response (see Appendix I ) 

jw 
H(e ) = 

exp[:-jw( ¥>] 
N 

The phase is taken to be linear with delay equal to (N-l) samples. 
2 

(3.62) 

Gi~en the set of N values of H(k), the impulse response h(n) 

can be computed using the inverse DFT, as in 

1 N-l 
N E H(k) e 

k=O 

o 

j 2rrkn 
N 

n = 0, 1, - - - - , N-l 

otherwise 

In the design of a lowpass filter,one would choose the 

(3.63 ) 

frequency coefficients H(k) in the passband to be 1.0 and those in the 

stopband to be 0.0. The values of the coefficients which occur in the 

transition band are chosen to maximise side lobe ripple cancellation. 

jw 
It can be seen from Equation (3.62) that H(e ) is a linear. 

function of the frequency coefficients H(k). Thus linear programming ,. 
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techniques can be used to find the optimum values of the transition 

coefficients. .This approach, first proposed by Gold and Jordon(93) 

and developed by Rabiner et al(94) has been used to design a variety 

of filters. Figure 3.12 shows a typical specification of a FIR low-

pass filter. In this example, there are (2B-l) coefficients in the 

passband, 2M transition coefficients and the remaining coefficients 

in the stopband. 

H (k) 
B I M . ~ • • 

• • 

• • 

• • 

Il 
71 k 

o N-l 

N 

Figure 3.12 Typical specification of a FIR lowpass filter 

3.3.3 Experimental results 

Experiments were carried out on two test images 
.. - . 

." 
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(i) the 'GIRL' image (ii) the 'TESTCARD' image as shown in 

Figures 2.3(a) and 3.13 respectively. The latter was used to provide 

the severest test for the algorithms as it contains frequencies far in 

excess of those to be found in the typical scenes. The sources images, 

sampled at 5.0 MHz and containing 256 x 256 pels, were lowpass filtered 

and decimated by factors of ~, ~, ~, and ~ in each dimension. Two 

dimensional filtering and decimation were achieved by carrying out the 

processes separa~y, first horizontally and then vertically. 

Figures 3.14 (i) to (iv) contain the decimated images of 

222 'TESTCARD' with area reduction factors (ARF) of (~) , (~) ,(~) and 

(~)2 respectively using a 4th order Butterworth lowpass filter. 

Figure 3.15 shows the same results for the 'GIRL' image. Similarly 

Figures 3.16 and 3.17 show the decimated images for 'TESTCARD' and 'GIRL' 

images respectively using the FIR filter with N = 256, M = 3. 

3.3.4 Discussion 

Judging from the results obtained, it is apparent that both 

filters produced decimated images of good quality even at the large 

2 ARF of (~) . However if the images are critically examined, the 

degradations introduced by each filter can be identified and so their 

performances compared. 

The obvious visible impairments in the images are the vertical 

and horizontal lines present at the right-hand and bottom edges of 

Figure 3.16 and 3.17. This is due to 'ringing' resulting from the 



(1) MP = (~)2 

(H) MP = (.,) 2 

(iii) ARF 

(iv) MP 

Figure 3.14 
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(i) MP = (\) 2 

(U) MP = (.,) 2 

(iii) ARF 

(iv) MP = ( .. ) 2 

Figure 3.15 

Decimated images using the 4th order Butterworth filter 

I· 



(i) ARF = (\)2 

(11) ARF = (.,) 2 

(iii) ARF = (\)2 

(iv) ARF = ( .. )2 

Figure 3.16 
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(i) ARF = (\)2 

(il) ARF = (.,) 2 

(iii) ARF = (\)2 

(iv) ARF = ( .. )2 

Figure 3.17 .. 
Decimated images using the FIR filter 

______ J 
"---------- --- ------------------
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approximation of the infinite filter impulse response by truncation 

or windowing. To eliminate ringing, it is necessary to choose a 

filter with enough coefficients in its bandwidth such that the magni

tudes of the out-of-band coefficients are negligible. 

Comparing Figures 3.14 and 3.16, it is noticed that more high 

frequency components are retained in the former case than the latter. 

This arises because the 4th order Butterworth filter response has a 

smoother roll-off than that of the FIR filter resulting in the reten-

tion of more high frequency components. However, this can work to its 

own disadvantage as is evident in Figures 3.14 (iii) and (iv) where 

large reduction factors require sharp cutoffs to avoid aliasing. 

Since the 4th order Butterworth filter does not have as sharp a cutoff 

as the FIR filter, the folding-back of the high frequency components 

can be observed near the vertical edges of the images. One solution 

to the problem might be to use filters of higher orders but as pOinted 

out earlier, the sharp roll-off of the higher order filters will intro

duce ringing at the edges of the filtered images. 

It is therefore a question of trade-offs. Since in natural 

scenes, like the 'GIRL' image, the occurrence of straight edges in 

succession (as in the 'TESTCARD' image) is rare, the effect of aliasing 

is usually hardly noticeable, as in Fig 3.15. On the other hand, 

ringing occurs at the end of image block and would be most annoying if 

the image is segmented and processed block by block. Then the degra-

dation will appear as vertical and horizontal lines across the filtered 

image. , 
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3.4 LOWPASS FILTERING IN THE TRANSFORM DOMAIN AND DECIMATION IN THE 
SPATIAL DOMAIN 

In Section 3.3, lowpass filtering and decimation in the 

spatial domain was described. Instead of carrying out the filtering 

process in the spatial domain, it can be achieved in the transform 

domain. This is particularly advantageous in a transform coding 

system where signal processing is carried out in the~transform domain. 

In this section, lowpass filtering in the cosine transform domain and 

decimation in the spatial domain to achieve image size reduction is 

described. 

3.4.1 The convolution-multiplication property of the DCT 

If X (k) is the DeT of x (n), it can be shown (95) that X (k). 
c c 

may be derived from the DFT of a sequence ~(n) where 

and 

x (n) 

x (n) - { 

- x(2N-n-l) 

X (k) 
c 

2C(k)e 

-j1fk 
N 

. 

n = 0, I, - - -, N-l 

n = N, N+l, - - - 2N-l 

X (k) 
F 

where XF(k) is the DFT of x(n), defined as 

1 
XF(k) = 2N 

2N-l • 
E x (n) e 

n=O 

-j271nk 
2N 

k 0, 1, - - - - - 2N-l 

(3.64) 

(3.65) 

(3.66) 

,. 
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1 

and C(k) ; {~ 
k ; 0 

k = 1, 2, - - - - , N-l (3.67) 

otherwise 

Let h(n) be the impulse response of the filter. The filtered 

sequence is given by 

w(n) x(n) * h(n) (3.68 ) 

which in the frequency domain is equivalent to 

(3.69) 

where WF(k) and HF(k) are the OFTs of w(n) and :h(n) respectively. 

Ch en and Fralick(95) have shown that the OCT possesses a 

circular convolution-multiplication property similar to that of the DFT. 

Hence, if 

W (k) 
c 

x (k) H (k) 
c c 

(3.70) 

where W (k) and H (k) are the OCTS of w(n) and h(n) respectively, then 
c c 

w(n) ; x(n) * h(n)-4 {(2)2 -1) 

(see Appendix II) 

+ cos[2 
4N 

(2n-l) (N-l) ] 
sin [f(2n-l)] } 

sin [~n (2n-l)] 

(3.71) 

.' 
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From Equation (3.71), the approximate convolution of x(n) 

with h(n) in the cosine transform domain can be carried out by multi-

pl_ying X (k) with H (k). 
c c 

Inverse transformation of W (k) gives w(n) , 
c 

the filtered sequence, which has only N distinct values. 

3.4.2 Experimental procedure 

Experiments were carried out on the 'GIRL' image sampled at 

5.0 MHz and lowpass filtered at 1.0 MHz. The image is sub-divided 

into one-dimensional (1-0) or two-dimensional (2-D) blocks and the 

blocks are overlapped to reduce the block edge effects inherent in 

such a method of signal proceSSing. For the 1-0 case, the filter 

characteristic H(f) used is the 2nd order Butterworth filter illustra-

ted in Figure 3.-18 (i), whereas in the 2-D case, a circular symmetric 

filter characteristic is used which is generated from a rotation of 

H(f) in the form 

H (f , f ) 
x Y 

122 
H/x~ +y~ (4.72) 

where f and f are the spatial frequencies in the x and y directions 
x y 

respectively. Figure 3.18 (ii) shows a plot of H(f , f ). 
x y 

Four schemes were investigated as illustrated in Figure 3.19. 

In scheme 1, the image is scanned line by line first horizontally and 

then vertically. Each line is divided into blocks of N pels and 

processed using H(f) as shown in Figure 3.18 (i). In scheme 2, t;he 

same procedure is adopted except that there is a 50% overlap in forming _. 
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the blocks. In scheme 3, the image is divided into blocks of N x N 

pels and processed using H(f , f ) as shown in Figure 3.1S (ii). In 
x y 

scheme 4, the same procedure is followed except that each new block 

is formed by the overlapping of the previous blocks. 

To further reduce block edge effects, two linear processes 

were carried out. The first, termed 'compensation', involves the 

computation of the mean error E of the filtered samples in each block 

defined by 

E ~ 

N 
E ~(n) -x(n) 
n~O 

N (3.73) 

where x(n) and q(n) are the original and filtered sequences respectively. 

E is then added to the filtered samples, q(n), in order to smooth out 

the abrupt changes in amplitude at the edges of the blocks. The 

second process is a linear interpolation over L samples on either side 

of the edges using a ramp function where L~l for N~4 and N;S. 

3.4.3 Results 

The four schemes were implemented as shown in Figure 3.20 

with N~4 and N~S and decimation was then carried out as described 

in Section 3.3.1.1 on the filtered image with N~4 to reduce the 

sampling rate by ~ to 2.5 MHz. Figures 3.21 (i) and (iil contain the 

results for scheme 1 with N~8 and N~4 respectively whereas Figure .. 3;21 

(iii) contains the decimated version of Figure 3.21 (ii). Similarly ." 
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Figures 3.22, 3.23 and 3.24 show the results for schemes 2, 3 and 4 

respectively. 

3.4.4 Discussion 

Figures 3.21 to 3.24 clearly show that for lowpass filtering 

in cosine transform domain to work, overlapping of the transform blocks 

is essential. Block edge effects are clearly noticeable in Figures 

3.21 and 3.23, even with as small a block size as 4 x 4. On the other 

hand, they are hardly noticeable in Figures 3.22 and 3.24. The deci

mated images give the same results, indicating that schemes 2 and 4 

achieved adequate lowpass filtering such that the high frequency compo

nents are mostly removed. 

It is also evident that small block size improves the sub

jective quality of the filtered images since it effectively localises 

the mean energy of small areas, rendering the energy difference between 

adjacent sub-blocks small. Hence, on inverse transformation, the 

average amplitudes in adjacent sub-blocks differ little. 

Even though second order Butterworth filter was used in the 

simulations, filters of different orders can also be used. However, 

considerations must be given to the effects of ringing that filters of 

high orders (>4) may introduce into the processed pictures. The same 

considerations apply when using filters other than Butterworth filters 

e.g. FIR filters. 

.. 
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(1) N ; 8 (1) N ; 8 

(il) N 4 (il) N ; 4 

(iii) ARF ; (~)2 

Figure 3.21 Scheme 1 Figure 3.22 Scheme 2 
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(i) N = B (i) N = 8 

(H) N = 4 (ii) N = 4 

(iii) ARF (iii) ARF = ('» 2 

Figure 3.23 Scheme 3 Figure 3.24 Scheme 4 

--- -~- ------------ -
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3.5 LOWPASS FILTERING AND DECIMATION IN THE TRANSFORM DOMAIN 

In the previous section, an image reduction system was des-

cribed in which lowpass filtering was carried out in the transform 

domain and decimation in the spatial domain. However, it would be 

advantageous to be able to effect both operations in the transform 

domain and so dispense with the use of the band limiting lowpass 

filter. 

It has been demonstrated that simply truncating the high 

order coefficients in the transform domain (setting them to zero) 

achieves a lowpass filtering effect. If, instead of setting the 

truncated coefficients to zero, they are discarded so that only the 

number of coefficients predetermined by the sampling rate reduction 

factor (RF) are retained, then inverse transformation of the reduced 

coefficient matrix with an inverse transformation matrix of order M 

where M is the reduced block size results in the decimated image. 

To equalise the total energy of the reduced block size, according 

M to Parseval's theorem, the retained coefficients are normalized by ~. 

3.5.1 Theoretical development 

To describe the theoretical basis of the operation carried 

out to achieve lowpass filtering and decimation in the transform 

domain, the DFT is employed, though the same principle applies to 

other transforms which obey the convolution-multiplication prope~ty. 
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Let f(k) be the image vector and F(n) its spectrum. F(n) 

and f(k) form the discrete Fourier transform pair and are defined as 

F(n) 

and f(k) 

where j = I=l. 

1 N-l 
=.mE f(k) 

k=O 

exp{ - 2 1T j (nk)} 
N 

N-l 
= .!. E 

IN n=O 

2 . 
F(n) exp{ ~J (nk)} 

(3.74) 

(3.75) 

A truncating function T(n), n=O, 1, - - - - N.-l defined as 

o :f n ~ M-I 

T (n) (3.76) 

elsewhere 

is illustrated in Figure 3.25. 

T (n) 
1 . 

'.' 0 1 2 M-l N-1 
n 

Figure 3.25 Truncating function, T(n) 

." 
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To find the impulse response of T(n), the IDFT of Equation 

(3.76) is taken i.e. 

1 
N -1 211j t (k) 

IN 
E T (n) exp{ N (nk) } 
n~O 

1 
M-I 

{211j 
~ 

IN E exp (nk) } 
n~O 

N 

From Equation (3.77), 

M-I 2' 
E exp{ ~J (nk)} 
n~O 

1 - exp(211jkM/N) 
211' 

1 - exp(~) 

(3.77) 

(3.78) 

The numerator of Equation (3.78) can be expressed in terms 

of sine and exponential functions. Thus 

Similarly 

211j 1Ijk 11 
1 - exp(t;t'<)~-2jexp(-N-) sin(N k) 

Therefore Equation (3.77) becomes 

t(k) 1 
~.fff exp {1Ijk(M-1 

N 

)} sin(1IkM/N) 
. 11 

Sl.n('it) 

(3.79) 

(3.80) 

(3.81) 

To decimate an image in the transform domain, we comp~te 

Y(n), n ~ 0, 1, - - -, M-I given by 

Y(n) ~ F(n) T(n) (3.82) 
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which in the spatial domain gives 

1 
y(k) = 

N 

the decimated image. 

N-l 
1: f (m) t (k-m) 
m=O 

(3.83) 

k = 0, - - - -, M -, . 

The important property of superior energy compaction of some 

unitary transforms enables lowpass filtering and decimation to be 

carried out in the transform domain. Each spectral component in the 

transform domain corresponds to the amount of energy of the spectral 

function within the image. Through transformation, most of the energy 

in the spatial domain is concentrated in the few coefficients of the 

lower 'frequency' spectrum as shown in Figure 3_26 for the 'GIRL' image 

using the DCT with a transform block size of 32 x 32 pels. 

* Note that for the Hadamard transform (HT), the properties 

pertaining to convolution are somewhat different. In the case of the 

DFT, the convolution is cyclic as defined in·Equation (3.83) whereas 

the HT obeys the dyadic convolution property, i.e. 

y(k) 
1 N.-l 

= - 1: f(m) t(k6m) 
N m=O 

where 6 denotes modulo 2 subtraction. 

(3.84 ) 

However, it has been shown(96) that the HT power spectrum, 

like the DFT power spectrum, is invariant to positional shift of the 

data sequence, which in the case of the DFT is cyclic and for the HT 

* The HT used in this work is the Walsh - ordered Hadamard transform. 

.' 
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is dyadic. ·It is this unique property which makes possible lowpass 

filtering and decimation in the Hadamard transform domain. 

3.5.2 Experimental procedure 

Figure 3.27 contains the block diagram of the transform 

image reduction system. N lines of input data are read into the 

, 
input buffer and are then segmented into blocks of N x N pels. For 

each of these blocks, a forward transformation is performed. If we 

denote the image matrix, the forward transformation matrix and the 

resultant coefficient matrix as {f}, {A} and {F} respectively, we 

have 

(3.8S) 

A selection matrix {S} is formed having dimensions of M by 

N where M is determined by the sampling rate reduction factor, RF and N, 

i.e. 

M = RF . N (3.86) 

{S} is shown in Figure 3.28 for M = 4, N = 8. 

1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

{S} 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 
= 

0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 

0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 

Figure 3.28 Selection matrix, {S} for M = 4, N = 8. 
0 

." 
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The decimated coefficient matrix, {p} of dimension M by M 

is then obtained by the matrix multiplication 

{p} = is} {F} {S}T (3.87) 

where {S}T is the ~ranspose of is}. Equalization of the total energy 

in both the spatial and transform domains is carried out by normalizing 

M the coefficients by N.: 

Inverse transformation of {p} with an inverse transformation 

matrix, {B} of dimension M by M gives the decimated spatial matrix, 

if}. Thus we have 

!:2. {B} {p} {B}T 
N (3.88) 

The process described above is generally true for all trans~ 

form image reduction systems, but the DFT has a double-sided spectrum 

and an imaginary part even though only half of the samples are distinct. 

Therefore, to decimate a data block if} of N x N pels, we form an 

array if'} of 2N x 2N pels by folding over {f} as shown in Figure 3.29 

where the arrow indicates the orientation of the block. The imaginary 

parts are set to zero. Forward transformation of if'} results in {F'} 

with the (N+l)th row and column containing zeroes. Truncation is then 

carried out on each quadrant separately as described above by discard-

ing all the coefficients outside the shaded regions. This is done for 

both real and imaginary parts of {F'}. The shaded regions are then 
.. -' 

concatenated to ·form {p'}, of size 2M x 2M. To preserve the conjugate 
." 
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Figure 3.29 Decimation in the DFT domain 
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symmetry property of the OFT, the (M+l)th row and column are set to 

zero. The decimated block of M x M pels is finally obtained from the 

second quadrant of the real part of {f'} upon inverse transformation of 

{p' }. 

3.5.3 Results 

Simulations were carried out on the 'GIRL' and 'TESTCARO' 

images shown in Figure 2.3(a) and Figure 3.13 respectively. The 

images were transformed using the OFT, OCT and HT with an original 

block size of 32 x 32 pels and sampling rate reduction factors of ~ and 

~ i.e. area reduction factors (ARF) of (~)2 and (~)2 were achieved. 

Furthermore, intermediate ARFs of (\)2 and (\)2 were investigated by 

using the OFT and the OCT. 

Figures 3.30 (i) to (iv) show the results for the 'TESTCARO' 

employing the OFT with ARFs of (~)2, (~)2, (\)2 and (~)2 respectively. 

Figure 3.31 shows the same for the 'GIRL' image. In Figure 3.32, .the 

2 
results for the 'TESTCARD' image employing the DCT with ARFs of (\) , 

2 2 2 . 
(~) , (\) and (~) respect~vely are shown. The same results for the 

'GIRL' image are shown in Figure 3.33. However for the HT, only 

results for ARFs of (~)2 and (~)2 are obtainable and are shown in 

Figures 3.34 and 3.35 for the 'TESTCARO' and 'GIRL' images respectively 

Also, the frequency responses of three truncating functions for OFT, 

OCT and HT are plotted in Figures 3.36 (a) to (c) respectively. 



(i) ARF = ( .. )2 

(H) ARF = (a.) 2 

(Hi) ARF = ( .. i 2 

(iv) ARF = (~)2 

Figure 3.30 
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(Hi) ARF = ( .. ) 2 

(iv) ARF = ( .. ) 2 

Figure 3.31 

Decimated images in the OFT domain 

~ ___ -=~_c:.::=_--_ "-_ -~-_-=-~ __ --_-==--_____ ~~-=-=~-=_==~~~=_.--__ ~_-_--~_-__ - ~ __ 
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(i) ARF = (\) 2 

(iii) ARF = (\)2 

(iv) ARF = (~)2 

Figure 3.32 
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(Hi) ARF = (\)2 

(iv) ARF = (~)2 

Figure 3.33 

Decimated images in the DCT domain 

--------------- ---

.. 
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----------------- --

( i) ARF = (.,)2 (i) ARF = (.,)2 

(H) ARF = ( .. ) 2 (U) ARF = ( .. ) 2 

• 

Figure 3.34 Figure 3.35 

Decimated images in the HT domain 
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3.5.4 Discussion 

The decimated images obtained using the three unitary 

transforms, when viewed by observers at the standard viewing distance 

of six times the picture height, were judged to be subjectively 

acceptable. However, on closer examination, faint streaks were 

found around the vertical and horizontal edges in the DFT and DCT 

processed images. This is due to ringing as shown in Figure 3.37. 

Figure 3.37(a) shows a time waveform consisting of several vertical 

edges while Figures 3.37 (b) and (c) show the results after decimation 

by ~ in the DCT and HT domains respectively. 

The frequency responses of the DFT and DCT truncating 

functions are quite similar (see Figure 3.36), which is not at all 

surprising since one can derive the DCT from the DFT and vice versa. 

However, the HT response shows a more gradual roll-off which means 

that the out-of-band frequencies will not be attentuated as much as 

those for the DFT and DCT. Figures 3.34 (i) and (ii) illustrate this 

point. 

Even though the DFT and DCT truncating function responses 

are quite similar, their performances especially at large ARFs 

2 
e.g. (~) are markedly different. The performance in the DCT domain 

is superior than that in the DFT domain as evident in Figures 3.30(1v) 

and 3.32(iv) mainly attributed to the superior energy compaction of 

the DCT which means that more information is retained in the DCT 

coefficients than in the same number of the DFT coefficients. , 
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In considering the merits of the three transforms in the 

context of image reduction, one has to take into account of (i) the 

ease of implementation of the transform, (ii) the ability of the 

transform to achieve reduction of different sizes and (iii) the per-

formance of the transform in terms of subjective picture quality. 

All three transforms investigated are shown to produce decimated 

images of acceptable picture quality. However, as was noted earlier 

on, the OFT requires four times as much memory space as the OCT and 

HT since it possesses an additional imaginary component. Therefore, 

the computation time goes up proportionately. For a two-dimensional 

transformation of N x N pels, the OCT requires 2N3 multiplications 

and additions whereas the OFT would,need 2(2N)3 i.e. 8 times more 

than the OCT. Moreover, with an inferior degree of energy compaction 

compared with the OCT, the OFT is unlikely to be used in transform 

image reduction systems. 

On the other hand, the HT basis functions contain only ~ls, 

and therefore transformation only involves additions and subtractions. 

It is true that the HT basis functions of order N exist for N ~ 0 

modulo 4 but construction of the basis functions often follows different 

(97,98) 
mathematical theorems . Hence there exist HT basis functions of 

different types and unless the same type of basis function is used con-

sistently throughout, one would obtain unpredicted and sometimes 

disastrous results. This means that the use of the HT for image 

reduction is limited to factors of powers of two only. Even though there 

. (96) 
is a fast algorlthm to implement the HT which requires only 

N 1092 N additions, the limitation in image size selection is a severe one. 
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The DCT offers the advantage of having basis functions of 

. (51) 
multiples of two, if the even version of the transform ~s used . 

Despite the degradations around the vertical and horizontal edges which 

in any case are less noticeable in natural scenes, it is clearly the 

best transform to use considering the three criteria set out above. 

3.6 CONCLUSIONS 

The design of an image reduction system for viewdata systems 

was investigated using a systematic and methodical approach. Conven-

tional systems in which lowpass filtering and decimation are both carried 

out in the spatial domain were simulated using (i) an IIR filter (the 

4th order Butterworth filter) and (ii) a FIR filter with 256 coefficients 

and 3 transition coefficients." From the results obtained, it was shown 

that the implementation of the 4th order Butterworth filter achieved a 

better subjective performance than the FIR filter. It is also worth 

noting that the implementation of the Butterworth filter in serial 

form 1s more efficient than that of the FIR filter. 

In the following section, lowpass filtering in the cosine 

transform domain was investigated. The results indicate the importance 

of overlapping of blocks in reducing the block edge effects inherent in 

the processing of sub-blocks in the image. Furthermore, it is found 

that the use of smaller block sizes improves the subjective quality of 

the filtered and decimated images. 

. 
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Finally, a transform image reduction system was implemented 

in which both lowpass filtering and decimation were carried out in the 

transform domain. Different unitary transforms were used and the sub-

jective results compared. The choice of the transforms was decided 

taking into consideration the ease of implementation of the transforms 

and the availability of a wide range of image sizes, in addition to 

subjective performance. Based on the above criteria, it is found that 

the DCT is the best transform to use. 

The ability to alter the image size in the transform domain 

is significant in that all ,the operations such as lowpass filtering, 

data compression, decimation and encoding can be carried out in the 

transform domain without going back to the spatial domain. This will 

not only reduce the complexity and thus the cost of the transform 

coding system but also save the computation time. 

3.7 NOTE ON PUBLICATIONS 

The work described in Section 3.4 has appeared in'a paper 

entitled "Lowpass filtering in the cosine transform dOmain". It was 

presented in the 1980 International Communication Conference held in 

Seattle, Washington, USA and published in the conference proceedings. 

A second paper based on the work described in Section 3.5 and entitled 

"Filtering and sl1bsampling using transform coding techniques" has been 

accepted for presentation in the International Oonference on Electronic 

Image Processing to be held in University of York, England on 

. 
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26-28 July, 1982 and will be published in the conference proceedings. 

The above two papers are in co-authorship with Mr R J Clarke. 

Also, a U.K. patent application (No. 8122640) entitled 

"Method of transmitting an image and apparatus for carrying out the 

method", in co-authorship with Dr R C Nicol, Mr B A Fenn and 

Mr R J Clarke, has been made to claim originality of invention on 

techniques developed in Section 3.5. 

.. 
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CHAPTER IV DATA COMPRESSION 

4.1 INTRODUCTION 

Any source signal, analogue or digital, contains redundancy, 

which increases the channel requir~ent for transmission in its original 

form. Therefore, it is advantageous if some form of bandwidth reduc~ 

tion or data compression technique is employed to reduce the redundancy 

and hence improve coding efficiency. 

Numerous techniques have been advanced by various researchers 

in search of the above goal. 
(la 102) 

Of these, DPCM' and transform 

coding (23) are prominent in the field of digital image processing. 

Even though DPCM is easier and cheaper to implement, the data compression 

ratio achievable is lower than that of transform coding. Furthermore, 

with the rapid advancement of semiconductor electronics, coupled with 

the decrease in price brought about by'the mass production of silicon 

chips employing very large scale integration (VSI) , the cost of an image 

transform coding system is falling rapidly indeed. 

orthogonal transformation maps the highly correlated spatial 

data into a set of weakly correlated transform coefficients, thus mini-

mising the statistical redundancy and improving coding efficiency. 

Each transform coefficient ~s a weighted sum of spatial elements and 

therefore its statistical variation due to scene changes is less than 

that of the original image. Further, since each successive-group of 

" 
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coefficients is independently processed, error propagation is restricted 

to that transform block. 

The efficiency of transform coding can be greatly improved 

if the coding algorithm is adapted to the local statistics of the 

picture block being coded, since the local statistics may be highly 

non-stationary. Two types of adaptation are possible, namely, one in 

which the adaptation is based upon previously transmitted data, and the 

other in which future data is used to compute the changes in parameters. 

In the latter case, there is some • overhead' due to the transmission of 

the adaptation information. 

4.2 ADAPTIVE TRANSFORM CODING - A REVIEW 

The simplest form of adaptive transform coding is perhaps thres-

. (51) 
hold cod~ng of the transform coefficients. In this scheme, a thres-

hold is determined based on some criterion, and only those coefficients 

whose amplitudes are larger than the threshold are selected, quantized 

and transmitted," whilst those below it set to zero. The addressing 

information and the locations of the transmitted coefficients are sent 

as overhead information. The adaptivity of the system derives from the 

fact that the image changes from one block to the next, and thus the 

number of coefficients larger than the threshold varies from block to 

block. 
. (103) 

D~llard used threshold coding for a 4 x 4 Hadamard trans-

form in which the DC coefficient and the largest AC coefficients are 

sent along with their addressing information. The same technique" was 

(104) 
used by Anderson and Huang for a 16 x 16 OFT in which the threshold 
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level was selected according to the standard deviation of the block. 

Good results at a rate of 1.25 bits per pel were reported. 

. (105) Another adaptive system developed by Huang and Schulthe~ss 

is that of a zonal coding, in which a set of zones is established in each 

transform block. The zones may be derived from an optimum block quan-

tization algorithm where.the number of quantization levels for each 

transform coefficient is set proportional to its expected variance, such 

that the quantization error for each transform coefficient is the same. 

Therefore, the number of bits b
k 

used to code coefficient a
k 

should be 

proportional to log2 Ok' where Ok is the standard deviation of ak · 

Wintz and Kurtenbach(106} developed the following rule which was success

fully used by Habibi and Wintz(107}, for image coding with several 

linear transformations. The bit assignment for a block of N 

coefficients is given by 

INT~ + 2 (4.1) 

where (4.2) 

A lower mean squared error for a given channel rate can be achieved by 

employing Huffman, rather than constant word length coding, at the 

expense of system complexity. 

Another approach to adaptation is to measure the activity of 

the transform block and sort them into a number of classes, and then 

adaptively quantize and select the coefficients to be transmitted. 

Claire(lOS} and Gimlett(109} have proposed a definition of 'activ~:y 
.' 
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index' using a weighted sum of the absolute values of. the transform 

coefficients, and assign more bits for coding to those transform blocks 

with a higher activity index .. Netravali et al(llO) eliminated the 

adaptation overhead information by first selecting coefficients for 

transmission (zonal sampling) and then choosing a certain order for 

coefficient transmission. Quantization scales and the threshold for 

adaptation were obtained by subjective measurements to optimise the 

picture quality. They demonstrated this technique on a 2 x 2 x 2 

Hadamard transform, in which quantization of the first coefficient was 

made coarse if the weighted sum of the magnitudes of all the other 

coefficients was above a certain threshold. Chen and Smith(lll) 

computed the AC energy of the coefficients in each block and then 

assigned it to one of four classes, each with equal numbers of transform 

blocks. Adaptivity results from the assignment of more bits to higher 

In another classification technique, Tasto and Wintz(112) energy blocks. 

studied an adaptive transform coding system in which image blocks are 

classified into three categories according to the luminance activity. 

. (113-115) 
In a d1fferent approach, Tescher et al estimated the 

variances of the coefficients of the OFT in the transform domain and 

used the estimated variances for adaptive bit assignment. The variance 

of the amplitude of individual coefficients is estimated using a pre-

dictor that combines the variances of a number of adjacent quantized 

elements to predict the variance of a given coefficient. This system 

requires knowledge of the variances of at least some initial values to 

start the process. Bits are allocated in proportion to the loga~~thm 

of the estimated coefficient variance, with the phase component having 
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twice the number of quantization levels of the amplitude component. 

The algorithm has also been extended to the Hadamard transform. 

(116) 
In another approach, Tescher and Cox use a diagonal 

scanning pattern to convert the two-dimensional data into a one-

dimensional format in the transform domain, in an effort to smooth the 

decay of the variances of the transform coefficients. Estimation of 

the variance of the one-dimensional data sequence and hit assignment in 

proportion to its logarithm are then carried out.. The estimate of the 

A 2 
variance for the ith transform coefficient cr. is 

1. 

a. 2 
1. 

(4.3) 

where x
i

_l is the quanti zed form of the (i-l)th transformed coefficient 

(in the one-dimensional sequence) and Al is a weighting factor which is 

chosen to be 0.75. Good results have been reported using cosine and 

slant transforms for monochrome images. 

Wong and Steele(l17,118) developed the idea of variance esti-

mation further by employing a simple linear relationship 

(4.4) 

where E(m,n) is the estimated variance; Q(m,n) is a distance factor 

and Cl and C
2 

represent the slope and intercept of the log-log relation-

ship respectively. Bit assignment is then carried out proportional to 

the logarithm of the estimated variance. Furthermore, transform 

coefficients are selected adaptively such that only those with an 

estimated energy E' (m,n) greater than a predetermined threshold are-

transmitted. E'(m,n) is computed from the average energy of three .' 
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local coefficients, a(.), given by 

E'(m,n) (4.5) 

Good results of an average of 0.55 bit per pel have been achieved with 

acceptable picture quality. 

In other block classification techniques, Ohira et al (119,120) 

used three kinds of bit assignment, the optimum one being adaptively 

selected according to the detail in the input signal, and Mauersberger(121) 

considered the use of a two-dimensional variable which relates to the 

mean squared difference between adjacent pels. 

The adaptive schemes described so far all have adaptation 

parameters dependent upcn local image statistics. Very little effort 

has been made, however, to adapt parameters according to psychovisual 

criteria, mainly because these criteria are not well understood, 

especially in the transform domain. The modelling of the human visual 

system (HVS) has been described in Section 1.2.4.3. However, the 

incorporation of the HVS model into the design of a transform coding 

system has not been satisfactorily achieved. 

The basic structure of a subjective image data compression 

scheme is illustrated in Figure 4.1. The original image is trans-

formed with a visual model; a coding a~gorithm is applied to the trans-

formed data and then after transmission, a decoding algorithm is 

applied and the image inverted from the perceptual domain back into the 

intensity domain. 
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Figure 4.1 Block diagram of a subjective image data compression system 

Subjective image coding results are quite good down to an 

average rate of 1.0 bit per pel and are acceptable, depending upon 

coding schemes and applications, down to 0.1 bit per pel. The 

simplest subjective image coder is a logarithmic transformation of the 

pel amplitude to 6.0 bits per pel (from an original of 8.0 bits per pel) 

without any noticeable loss of picture quality. By using a model which 

includes the spatial and chromatic response characteristics of the 

retina, much better results can be achieved. 
(122) 

Hall has demon-

strated that an achromatic visual model can improve the compression of 

still pictures by a factor of almost 10 when used in conjunction with 

Fourier transform coding systems. The same techniques were extended 

to code colour signals with good results at 1.0 bit per pel, and 
, 
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acceptable quality even down to 0.25 bit per pel. 

A practical problem in adaptive transform coding systems is 

the resulting variable data rate. Since the communication channel 

operates at a fixed rate, the source coder rate fluctuation must be 

absorbed. This can be achieved by the use of a rate-equalizing buffer 

d h 1
(123,124) 

between the source co er and the c anne . One possible 

arrangement of a variable-rate transform coding system is shown in 

, (124) 
Fl.gure 4.2 • The rate at which the buffer is filled is controlled 

by parameters derived from image statistics. An identical buffer 

and controller are employed at the receiver to ensure synchronisation 

of the system. 

4.3 ADAPTIVE TRANSFORM CODING OF VIDEO SIGNALS 

From the review in Section 4.2, it can be established that 

an efficient adaptive transform coding system will satisfy the following 

criteria: 

1) it achieves a high data compression ratio 

2) it does not require excessive overhead information 

3) it produces pictures of good subjective quality 

The criteria above may be self-contradictory since the adapti-' 

vity of the system (and hence the compression ratio), in general, 

increases in proportion to the overhead information. However, a 

compromise is sought such that a good compression ratio is achieved 

while keeping the overhead information as low as possible but strll with 

acceptable subjective quality. 
,. 
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The objective of the work described in this section is to 

find a system which satisfies the above-mentioned criteria. Several 

different techniques were investigated in an effort to compare the 

merits of each in consideration of the three criteria above. Source 

images were taken from the output of the DCT image reduction system 

described in Section 3.5. Three source ~ages, each consisting of 

* 128 lines with 128 pels per line , encoded with 8-bit PCM were 

selected to provide a wide range of source statistics for the adaptive 

algorithms. 

In its simplest form, an adaptive transform coding system may 

be as represented in Figure 4.3. The original image is divided into 

smaller subpictures and transformed into a set of transform coefficients. 

Bits are adaptively assigned to each of these coefficients according to 

some criterion: The coefficients are then adaptively quantized and 

coded for transmission, and at the receiver, decoded and inverse trans-

formed to reconstruct the picture elements. 

4.3.1 Transformation 

A detailed account of the process of image transformation is 

given in Section 1.2.3 and therefore will not be repeated here. 

4.3.2 Quantization 

Quantization is the process of mapping a set of discrete 

input levels {x} into a set of discrete output levels {y} according to 

a chosen quantizer characteristic. It takes place by assigning the 

value r
i 

to Yi if xi lies between d
i 

and d
i

+l where Id} and {r} a~;' 

* This represents a reduced picture with ARF of (~)2 from an original 
picture of 256 x 256 pels. 

.' 
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decision and reconstruction levels respectively. The quantizer 

design problem is to determine the optimum decision and reconstruction 

levels, given the probability density function p(x} and an optimization 

criterion. Since the quantization process is irreversible, the quan-

tizer introduces distortion, which any good quantizer design must attempt 

to minimise. There are several quantizer designs ava"ilable (which 

will be discussed below) that offer various tradeoffs between simplicity 

and performance. 

4.3.2.1 
. (126) 

The Max guant~zer 

The optimization criterion of the Max quantizer is to mini-

mise the mean squared quantization error for a fixed number of quanti-

zation levels. This error is defined as 

L 

l: 
i=l 

2 
(x-y.) p(x}dx 

1 
(4.6) 

The decision and reconstruction levels, d
i 

and r
i 

respectively, are 

given by 

r. + r. 1 
d. 1 1-

= 
1 

2 
(4.7) 

and 

d. 1 fH 
x p(x}dx 

d. 
1 r. 

/i+l 
1 

d p(x}dx 

(4.8) 

1 

{ 

." 
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The procedure for computation of d, and r, is as follows: 
~ ~ 

starting with an initial value rI' successive values of d
i 

and r
i 

are calculated by recursive use of Equations (4.7) and (4.8). If 

for a fixed number of quantization levels L, r
L 

is the centroid of the 

curve between d
L 

and d ~, then the initial choice r
1 

is correct, other-

wise the whole process is repeated with a new value of r l · 

The probability density function (pdf) of the transform 

coefficients has been modelled as a Rayleigh density for the DC 

coefficients and a Gaussian or Laplacian density for the remainder. 

(33) 
Ghanbari and Pearson found that the Hadamard AC coefficients 

approximate to,a Gamma pdf. However, from a study of the histograms 

of the DCT coefficients of the 'GIRL' image as shown in Figures 4.4(i) 

to (viii), it can be seen that the pdf of the AC coefficients approxi-

mates more to a Laplacian than a Gaussian distribution. Optimum quan-

tization can thus be computed and tabulated as shown in Table 4.1 for 

the Laplacian density distribution (L = 2 to L = 128). 

By minimising E in Equation (4.6) by the method of Lagrange 

multipliers, the decision levels can be computed to a good approxLmation 

from the integral equation(127) 

a. 1 
J ~ -

p(x) 3 
dx 

(a -
a

o 
d, = aO) +, a

O ~ L a 1 J L 
p (x) 3 dx 

a
o 

(4.9) 

where 

i(a
L 

- ao) 
a, = + a

O 1 
L 

(4.10) . 
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Table 4.1 Placement of decision and reconstruction levels of 
Laplacian quantizers 

Bits X. Y. Bits X. Y. 
1 1 1 1 

1 0.00000 0.70?!1 0.00000 0.01.639 

2 
0.00000 0.41976 0.03304 0.049,S9 
1.12686 1.83397 0.06660 0.08351 
0.00000 0.23340 0.10070 0.11788 
0.53318 0.83296 0.13535 o ~ 15282 

3 1.25274 1.67251 O.1705S' 0.18836 
2.37965 3.086ElO 0.20643 0.22451 
0.00000 0.12399 0.24290 0.26128 
0.26442 0.40484 0.28000 0.29872 

4 
0.56675 0.72866 0.3177(3 0.33684 
0.91984 1.11102 O. 3562~S O.3T567 
1.34443 1.57784 0.39545 0.41524 
1.87764 2.1'7"74:3 0.43540 0.45556 
2.59722 3.01701 0.47611 0.496--:',6 
3.72421 4.43142 0.51762 0.53858 
o.U()oOO 0.06404 0.55996 0.5813:5 
0.13220 0.20035 0.60315 0.624">11 
0.27320 0.34605 0.64726 0.66954 
0.42428 0.50251 0.69231 0.71508 
0.58697 0.67:1.44 0.73836 0.76164 
0.76322 0.85500 0.78543 0.80923 
0.95548 1. 05~S96 0.83357 0.85792 

5 
1.16697 1.27798 0.88282 0.90772 
1. 40199 1.52601 0.93323 0.95873 
1.66648 1.80695 0.984B6 1.01099 
1.96891 2.13008 1.03778 1.06458 
2.32214 2.5:1.340 1.09208 1.11.957 
2.74694 2.98048 1.1.47UO 1.17603 
3.28050 3. 5aO~)1 1.20502 1.23402 
4.00074 4.42098 1.263H4 1.29366 
~j.12949 5.83f:!()O 7 1.32434 1 .35502 
0.00000 O.032~i8 1.38b61 1. .41821 
0.06619 0.0'19'19 1 • 4~50T7 1 .40334 
0.13449 0.16919 1.51694 :1. + ~j5054 
o. 20~507 0.24094 1 • 58~:;24 :I. .61(,95 
0.27806 0.31519 1.65582 :I. .69170 
0.35366 0.:39213 1.72884 1.76598 
0.43206 0.47199 1. f:l04-'!7 1.8-127'6 
0.5:1.348 o. ~.'j~.5498 1.88290 1.92284 
0.59816 0.64:1.35 1.9(,43!:-i 2.005B7 
0.68637 0.73139 2.04907 2.09'227 
0.77841 o. 82~)42 2.13731 2.1B23:"j 
0.87462 0.92381 2.2293B 2.27641 
0.97:':i41 1.02·;01 2. 3256~J 2.3748~5 
1.08125 1.13550 2.42646 :2.47808 
1.1926"7 1.249f34 2. ~':·j3Z.54 2. 5Bb~·i9 

6 1+:31026 1.37069 2.1.)43"76 2.7()r)(J4 
1.434'7B 1.47887 2.76138 :2.821U::.: 
1.~56709 1..63!:i30 2.80:59:2 2.95002 
1."70B20 1.7flllO 3.0Hl24 :3.08647 
1 • B~j93C1 .1.. 9~3766 3. I c;93 11 3.23:230 
2.02216 2.10667 3.J1O~~i'l 3 • 3t)~l8D 
2.19n:Sl 2. :290:·Q· 3.4734:1. 3. ~;)5/94 
2.37090 2.49146 3.64979 ~).7A.164 
2.b0256 2."7131.)6 J+Clo12:~0 ~.). ?42/,A 
:1. 83T77 2.9blBG 4 • O~j3~]n 4.1.:S4S.);/ 
3.1024::=; 3.:24303 ll. 2U91~t 4.413~~b 
3.40:::;.1.4 3. :::.;6/2~S -4. ~'j53nn -1.694.)9 . 
:~. "?::~[-)/O ~~. ';'~50 1. ~:5 4. n~.:i66:; :5.01 ()S 1 
4.1 G397 4.4 L.n=-!O :·:';.:2.l034 :::i. 4() i.Dj 
-1.7Hl28 ~:).()1:37.t.) :5. f.dSUO '5. D,S9?3 
::J.43'-/?l ~:.';.Bf.}10(S b • .1. i'()40 6.47LO/ 
i ,::--, . .., .... ,-:-
<J.~!I".~~} ·7. :·.~n:".~44 6. U?";'.\"-'O 7. J.I. 'll 2 

fl.():2641 H.7:38"70 
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for i = O,l, ..... ,L and a - a is the input amplitude range. The 
. 0 L 

reconstruction levels are then given by 

r. = 
L 

(4.11) 

However if the number of quantization levels is not large, the approxi-

mation of Equation (4.9) becomes inaccurate, and exact solutions given 

by Equations (4.7) and (4.8) must be used. 

4.3.2.2 The compander 

It is also possible to perform non-linear quantization with 

a compander (compressor-expander) where a uniform quantizer is preceded 

and succeeded by non-linear transformations as shown in Figure 4.5(128,129) . 

The input signal x is first passed through a non-linear memoryless trans-

formation f(.) to yield x. x is uniformly quantized to give y, which 

is non-linearly transformed by g(.) to yield the output y. The overall 

transformation from x to y is that of a non-linear quantizer. The 

functions f(.) and g(.) are determined so that the overall system approxi

mates the Max quantizer. Table 4.2(51) contains the functions f(.) and 

g(.) for the Gaussian, Rayleigh and Laplacian probability density 

functions. 

, , 

~ 
x COMPRESSOR x UNIFORM 3 EXPANDER Y 

f ( . ) QUANTIZER g ( . ) 

.. 
Figure 4.5 The compander 
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Table 4.2 Companding quantization transformation (after ref. 51) 

Probability Density Forward Transformation Inverse Transformation 

Gaussian p(fl = (21T(T2)-1/2 exp -{ ::2} g=~ err{L} 
-liu 

i=.lzu erC' (2g) 

. Rayleigh 1 I I' p(f) = 0'2 exp - 2u2} g =! -exp { - ::z} i=(.fiu' In (1/(1- g)jJ'" 

a • I 
p(f)= Zexp {-alII} g = HI -exp (-af}] 1",0 ,~ --In[I-28'] g2:!O 

a 
Laplacian 

-li 
a=- g = -j(l- e,p {af}] 1<0 1= .!.In [I + 2g] g<O 

u a 

4.3.3 Bit assignment 

Rate distortion theory(1-3) states that the minimum distor-

tion free transmission rate is bounded by the source entropy. It also 

states that for a given distortion 0, the min,imum transmission rate is 

given by the rate distortion function, R(D). Hence, a communication 

channel with capacity equal to or greater than R(D} is required to 

transmit the information with distortion less than or equal to D. For 

a source with Gaussian pd£ and mean squared distortion measure, it has 

(1-3) 
been shown that 

1 
1 0 2 

0 2 
2 1og

2 D o ~ D ~ 

R(D) (4.12) 

0 D > 0 2 

where 0 2 is the coefficient variance. The variance can either be 

calculated in the transform domain or from a knowledge of the power 

spectral density, or equivalently, the autocorrelation function, of the 

image. 
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The rate R(D) is the number of bits per pel needed for 

transmission. Therefore, the number of quantization levels L is 

given by 

L (4.13) 

The optimum placement of levels within the coefficient amplitude range 

to provide minimum distortion D is given by the Max quantizer described 

in Section 4.3.2.1. Even though Equation (4.12) above is only applic-

able to Gaussian data, it does provide an upper bound on achievable 

performance for any non-Gaussian source. 

Another approach to bit assignment is to equalise the weighted 

quantization distortion from the individual transform coefficients (130) . 

The weighted quantization distortion E~ . (k) 
~, J 

is given by 

k = bit number (4.14) 

. where 0. 2 , is the coefficient variance at (i,j)th location and E2(k) 
~, J 

is the mean squared quantization distortion given by Equation (4.6). 

In this approach, the total number of bits in a block, ~, 

is distributed among the coefficients such that the resulting weighted 

quantization distortion from each coefficient is equal. The procedure 

is as follows: 

(i) the weighted quantization distortions of the AC coefficients 

for different numbers of bits are determined. 

counter N is set to zero. 
c 

The bit 

" 
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(ii) one bit is assigned to the coefficient with the largest 

weighted quantization distortion. N is incremented by 1. 
c 

(iii) if Nc ~ ~, the process is terminated; otherwise it returns 

to step (ii). 

4.3.3.1 Bit assignment based on human visual system (HVS) response 

The human visual system responds differently to the different 

spatial frequencies conveyed by the transform coefficients, and thus 

the quantization distortion for different coefficients will have vary-

ing visibility. In order that the quantization distortion should sub-

jectively correspond to the criteria of the eye, the distortion is 

by 
(42) 

weighted with the transfer function of the eye given 

H (w. ,) 
J.,J 

2.6(0.0192 + 0.114 w, ,l eXP [-(-0.1l4W, ,)1.1J (4.15) 
1,J 1,J 

where w, , is the normalized spatial frequency in cycles per degree. 
J.,J 

The normalizing factor is 22.5 cycles per degree since the highest 

resolvable spatial frequency for system I television pictures when 

viewed at a distance of six times the picture weight is 45 samples per 

degree(43) . Hence the weighted mean squared quantization distortion 

(130) 
based on HVS becomes 

-2 
E, . , (k) 

J.,J 
H (w, ,) 

J.,J 
k = bit number (4.16) 

Tables of values of ~2 ,(k) for different bit numbers k can 
J.,J 

then be computed. The bit assignment map is derived by sequential 

search through the tables as described in Section 4.3.3. A typical_ bit 
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7 6 4 4 3 3 3 3 2 2 2 1 1 1 0 0 

6 4 4 4 3 3 3 2 2 2 1 1 1 0 0 0 

5 4 4 3 3 3 2 2 2 2 1 1 1 0 0 0 

4 4 3 3 3 2 2 2 2 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 

4 3 3 3 2 2 2 2 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 

3 3 3 2 2 2 2 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 

3 2 2 2 2 2 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 

2 2 2 2 2 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

2 2 2 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

2 2 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

2 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 0'0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

1 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

1 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

1 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

Figure 4.6 Bit assignment map 

assignment map derived by the above technique with an average bit 

rate of 1.0 bit per pel for a block size of 16 x 16 DCT coefficients 

is shown in Figure 4.6. 

4.4 EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURE 

Experiments were carried out by computer simulation on ~hree 
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video images with different statistics namely the 'GIRL', 'FLAT' and 

'SCENE' images which are shown in Figures 4.12, 4.13 and 4.14 respect-

ively. Each image consists of 128 lines with 128 pels per line, encoded 

with 8 bits i.e. a dynamic range of 256 intensity levels. To reduce 

the computer memory requirement, each image is divided into subpictures 

of 16 x 16 pels. Five adaptive schemes were investigated, adaptation 

being based on different parameters of the source data. In designing 

the schemes, consideration is given to the amount of overhead informa-

tion required to implement the schemes and in cases where excessive 

overhead information is required, interpolation or estimation techniques 

were used to overcome the probleme 

The evaluation of the processed picture quality is the measure-

ment of its normalised mean square error (NMSE) expressed as a percentage 

and defined as 

N-l N-l 
E l: [f(j,k) - i(j,k)]2 

N-l N-.l 
E E f(j,k)2 

NMSE = 
j=O k=O x 100 % (4.17) 

j=O k=O 

where f(.) and f(.) are original and processed pels respectively and 

N = 128'. 

Informal subjective tests were also carried out, in which 

viewers were asked to assess the quality of the processed pictures 

according to the five-grade quality scale (see Table 1.2-1) at a view-

ing distance of six times picture height. 

All five adaptive schemes to be described can be repres;~ted 

by Figure 4.3, with different adaptive strategies employed in bit . 
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assignment and coefficient selection for transmission. The quantizer 

used is the optimum Max quantizer with Laplacian.density distribution. 

The following sections describe each scheme in detail. 

4.4.1 Scheme I 

In this scheme, bits are assigned to the coefficients accord-

ing to the logarithms of their variances as in Equation (4.12). The 

variance of the coefficients at the (a,b)th location is defined as 

a 2 
a,b = 

1 
PQ 

P-l Q-l 
E E (4.18) 
j=O k=O 

where F b (.) is the amplitude of the coefficient at (a ,b) th location 
a, 

and 

11 a,b = 
1 

PQ 

P-l Q-l 
E E 
j=O k=O 

F b(j ,k) a, 

where PQ is the total number of subpictures. 

(4.19) 

Before quantization, the coefficients are normalised by their 

respective standard deviations, a b' to yield coefficients with unity 
a, 

variance. Hence in order that the coefficients can be regenerated at 

the receiver r the variance map has to be transmitted. Also it is 

required to generate the identical bit allocation map at the receiver. 

Depending on the block size of the subpictures, this can prove to be 

excessively large . 

. It has been shown (116) that the logarithms of the variances 

of the transform coefficients are highly correlated with .' 
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the coefficient numbers in the zig-zag scan path as shown in 

Figure 4.7. A plot of the variance against the coefficient number 

along the. scan path is contained in Figure 4.8. Thus given a set of 

variance values, a linear regression technique can be employed to fit 

a straight line to the given points. This line can then be used to 

estimate the variances at the receiver. 

Let x. be the logarithm of the coefficient number along the 
1. 

diagonal scan path, Y
i

' be the logarithm of the variance and J the 

number of samples. It can be shown that (see Appendix Ill) the slope 

rn, and the y-intercept c, of the linear equation 

IDXi + C 

are determined as follows: 

where 

1 J 
-Exy-xy 
J i=l i i 

m = --~~---------
cr 2 

c=y-mx 

x 

y = 

1 J 
- E 
J i=l 

1 J 
-); 

J i=l 

1 J 
=-E 

x. 
1. 

x 

cr 2 
x J i=l 

x? - (x) 2 
1. 

(4.20) 

(4.21) 

(4.22) 

(4.23) 

(4.24 ) 

(4 .25) 

.. 
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Figure 4.7 Scan path used in variance estimation 

, 
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Also the correlation coefficient r between the actual and the estimated 

variances is given by 

m 0 
x 

r = 
0 

(4.26) 
y 

where J' 

0 2 = !.E y? - (y) 2 
y J i=l ~ 

(4.27) 

Table 4.3 contains the' correlation coefficients for the 

'GIRL', 'FLAT', 'SCENE' images respectively, employing the DCT and the 

HT. 

Having determined m and c, the estimated variance ~s then 

given by 

o? = lOYi (4.28 ) 
~ 

where Yi = fiX, + C 
~ 

(4.29 ) 

and the bit assignment according to Equation (4.12) (except that 0 2 

1s now replaced by ~?) is carried out to generate the bit allocation 
~ 

map. 

Table 4.3 Correlations between the estimated and actual variances 

PICTURE TRANSFORM CORRELATION 

GIRL DCT 0.972 
. HT 0.940 

FLAT DCT 0.903 
HT 0.888 

SCENE DCT 0.909 
HT 0.905 

." 
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4.4.2 Scheme 11 

Unlike Scheme I, where each transforin block is assigned the 

same bit allocation map, this scheine exploits the changes in local 

statistics within the transform block. To detect such changes, the 

activity within each block of M x M pels is measured· and represented 

by the activity index (AI) which is defined as 

M-I M-I 
{E E F(j,k)2} - F(0,0)2 

j=O k=O 
(4.30) 

where F(.) is the amplitude of the transform coefficient and M = 16. 

Even though the above expression gives an indication of the 

activity in the block, it is also a measure of the AC energy. An 

alternative criterion which measures the energy attributed to the 

changes in amplitude of adjacent pels in the spatial domain is given 

by 

1 = 4(M-l)2 

M-I M-I 
E E 
j=l k=l 

[{f(j,k) - f(j,k-l)}2 + {f(j,k) _ f(j,k+l)}2 

+{f(j,k) - f(j-l,k)}2 + {f(j,k)-f(j+l,k)}2] (4.31) 

Having computed the activity index of each transform block, 

it is then assigned to one of the four classes, such that each class 

contains the same number of blocks. Bit rates are allocated such that 

the blocks in the lowest activity class are coded with the lowest bit 

rate while those in the highest activity class are coded with the 

highest bit rate. The difference in bit rates between the classes 
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which gives the. best performance.was found experimentally to be 0.2 

bit per pel. However to reconstruct the. lowest· activity blocks in 

the image without any noticeable degradation, a minimum of 0.4 bi t per 

pel is required. 

The overhead information that has to be transmitted to the 

receiver so that the correct bit allocation map is used is the classi-

fication map for the image. This is shown in Figure 4.9 for the 'GIRL' 

image using the OCT. One method for alleviating the necessity of 

transmitting this is somehow to extract the classification map from the 

received coefficients in the receiver. If the first two AC coefficients 

are transmitted using a fixed number of I;>i ts (say 6), since these two 

coefficients contain most of the AC energy, their mean squared value 

will give an indication of the activity in the block. Thus the esti-

mated AI is 

AI (4.32) 

where F(.) is the received quanti zed version of F(.). To decide the 

class for a particular block. the receiver only has to know the AI 

values that define the classes, thus effecting a saving of overhead 

information. 

2 3 3 4 2 4 4 4 

2 4 1 3 3 2 3 3 

2 1 3 4 1 4 4 1 

1 4 3 2 2 1 1 1 Figure 4.9 Classification map 
1 1 3 1 1 1 ·2 2 

1 4 1 4 3 1 3 2 .. 
4 4 1 4 3 1 3 2 

4 3 2 3 2 4 3 2 -
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Comparison was made between the two schemes,· one with the 

classification map transmitted, and the other estimated at the 

receiver, as described above. Figure 4.10 shows the· results on the 

'GIRL' image using the DCT. It shows that the estimated activity 

index model performed unsatisfactorily. Hence it is apparent that the 

estimation of AI is not accurate enough in the" present case and in 
order to attain a good performance, the classification map has to be 

transmitted with an increase in overhead information of only 0.008 bit 

per pel. 

To determine the. merits of the two measures of image activity 

as given by Equations (4.30) and (4.31), NMSE against bit rate curves 

for two adaptive schemes employing the two activity measures for classi-

fication purpose are plotted in Figure 4.11. From the results, it can 

be seen that AI2 gives a better indication of the activity within the 

block than AIl. 

4.4.3 Scheme III 

This is basically similar to Scheme II except that the bit 

allocation described in Section 4.3.3.1 is used. '!his scheme is 

complicated and therefore time consuming but it takes into account the 

human visual system in computing the quantization distortion. 

4.4.4 Scheme IV 

In the earlier schemes, the variances of the coefficients are 

estimated. The variance map is then used for all the blocks. In this .. 
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0.2 

0.15 

With classification map 

0.1 Without classification map. 

0.05 

0.0 0.5 1.0 1.5 

Bit Rate (bits/pel) 

Figure 4.10 ." 
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0.0 0.5 1.0 1.5 

Bit Rate (bits/pe1) 

Figure 4.11 
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scheme the variances in each block are dynamically estimated along 

the same scan path as shown in Figure 4.7. 

Let the reordered one dimensional sequence be {X.} where X. 
~ ~ 

is the ith coefficient and the. corresponding decoded sequence is· {X.}. 
~ 

'!he dynamically estimated variance represented by {cr~} is then given 
~ 

by 

cr~ = Al 
2 + (l-A

l
) 2 (4.33 ) cr

i
_

l X. 1 
~ ~-

where Al = 0.75 was chosen experimentally to give the best estima-

tion. The initial value crf is interpolated from adjacent values of {Xi} 

(4.34) 

The bit assignment procedure is similar to Scheme II. In 

order to ini tiali ze the variance es timation procedure at the receiver, 

Xl and X
2 

are always transmitted with a fixed number of bits. This 

scheme does not require any overhead information. 

4.4.5 Scheme V 

A new bit allocation procedure based on a variance map calcu-

lated from the power spectral density· in the perceptual domain is used 

in this scheme. The power spectrum equation as derived by Hall(40) is 

(4.35 ) 

where w. . is the normalized spatial frequency in cycles per degree 
~,J 
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and H(w .. ) is given by Equation (4.15). C1 2 is the variance of the 
~, J x 

input image whose correlation is assumed to be of first order Markov 

form 

(4.36) 

and a is a constant. 

Let the variance of the (i,j) th coefficient be (12 .• 
~,J 

_(12 - = S(w . .l 
~,j 1.,J 

Then 

(4.37 ) 

and the bit allocation map may then be generated by Equation (4.12). 

4.5 RESULTS 

Simulation results for the 'GIRL', 'FIAT' and 'SCENE' images 

as shown in Figures 4.12, 4.13 and 4.14 respectively, employing the 

five schemes described in Section 4.4 are shown in Figures 4.15 to 

4.20. The OCT and HT were used to transform the spatial samples. 

Figures 4.15, 4.16 and 4.17 show the results on the 'GIRL', 

'FLAT' and 'SCENE' images respectively using the OCT, whereas Figures 

4.18, 4.19 and 4.20 show the same using the HT. Due to the different 

statistics of the source images, the NMSE value at which the subjective 

quality of the processed images is considered accaptable differs. 

Therefore, in order to derive meaningful comparison of the results, the 

NMSE value for acceptable picture quality for each source image m,:,~t 

be defined. They are found to be 0.1%, 1.1% and 0.4% for the 'GIRL' ,. 
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0.2 • - Scheme I 
0 - Scheme Il 
6 - Scheme III 
0 - Scheme IV 
0 - Scheme V 

0.15 

0.1 

0.05 

0.0 0.5 1.0 1.5 

Bit Rate (bits/pe1) 

." 

Figure 4.15 Results of Schemes I-V using the DCT on the 'GIRL' picture 
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2.5 ,,- Scheme I 
o - Scheme 11 
6 - Scheme III 
o - Scheme IV 
c - Scheme V 

2.0 

1.5 

1.0 

0.5+--------------.-------------,----------~--~--
0.5 1.0 1.5 2.0 

Bit Rate (bits/pel) .. 

0" 

Figure 4.16 Results of Schemes I-V using the DCT on the 'FLAT' picture 
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1.0 • - Scheme I 
o - Scheme Il 
6 - Scheme III 
0 - Scheme IV 
o - Scheme V 

0.75 

de 

o.o+----------------,----------------,----------------r---
0.5 1.0 1.5 2.0 

Bit Rate (bits/pel) .-

o· 

Figure 4.17 Results of Schemes I-V using the DCT on the 'SCENE' picture 
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0.2 • - Scheme I 
0 - Scheme II 
6 - Scheme III 
0 - Scheme IV 
0- Scheme V 

0.15 

.. 
0.1 

0.05 

0.0+-----------------,-----------------,-----------------.---
0.5 1.0 1.5 2.0 

Bit Rate (bits/pel) 

.. 
Figure 4.18 Results of Schemes I-V using the HT on the 'GIRL' picture 
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2.5 x - Scheme I 
0 - Scheme II 
6 - Scheme III 
0 - Scheme IV 
Cl - Scheme V 
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.. 
"' 1.5 
~ z 
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0.5 1.0 1.5 2.0 

Bit Rate (bits/pel) 

.. 
Figure 4.19 Results of Schemes I-V using the HT on the 'FLAT' picture 
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1.0 x - Scheme I 
0 - Scheme Il 
6 - Scheme III 
0 - Scheme IV 
0 - Scheme V 

0.75 

0.5 

O.O+--------------.--------------r-------------~-
0.5 1.0 1.5 2.0 

Bit Rate (bits/pel) 

.. 
Figure 4.20 Results of Schemes I-V using the HT on the 'SCENE' picture 
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'FIAT' and 'SCENE' images respectively. These values are then used 

as basis of comparison for the: results obtained for each source image. 

Based on these criteria, and from Figures 4.15 to 4.20, the bit rates 

required for each scheme with different transforms and source images 

are tabulated in Table 4.4. 

Photographs corresponding to the results in Table 4.4 are 

also presented. Figures 4.21 (i) to (v) show the results for the 

'GIRL' image using the OCT employing Schemes I to V respectively. 

The same results using the HT are shown in Figures 4.22 (i) to (v). 

Similarly, for the 'FLAT' image, the results are contained in Figures 

4.23 and 4.24 and for the 'SCENE' image, in Figures 4.25 and 4.26. 

4.6 DISCUSSION 

From the results obtained, it is clea;- that the performance 

of different schemes depends on two important factors : (i) the source 

image (ii) the type of transform used. Different transforms intro-

duce different degradations. The OCT, being a gradually varying func-

tion, introduces distortions which look sUbjectively like granular noise 

(see Figure 4.21). On the other hand, the HT introduces distortions 

which are step-like in shape (see Figure 4.26) . Depending on where 

the distortion occurs, it could, on the one hand, be quite objectionable 

to the viewer but, on the other hand, it could be masked by the surround-

ing picture details. For example, distortions introduced' by the OCT 

can be quite annoying if they appear on the plain part of the image but 

" 
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Table 4.4 Bit rate (bits/pel) required for acceptable picture quality 

TYPE OF SOURCE SCHEME 

TRANSFORM PICTURE I II III IV V 

GIRL 0.78 0.65 0.67 0.70 0.63 

DCT FLAT 1.26 1.12 1.23 1.51 1.15 

SCENE 1.23 1.03 1.10 0.92 0.89 

GIRL 1.36 1. 23 1.25 1.22 1.27 

HT FLAT 1.53 1.41 1. 51 1.86 1.55 

SCENE 1. 75 1.65 1.64 1.32 1.45 

Table 4.5 Best scheme for the 'GIRL', 'FLAT' and 'SCENE' pictures 

using the DCT and HT 

PICTURE TRANSFORM SCHEME 

DCT V 

GIRL 
HT IV 

DCT II 

FLAT 
HT II 

DCT V 
SCENE 

HT IV 

.' 
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(1) Scheme I (1) Scheme I 

(11) Scheme II (11) Scheme II 

(111) Scheme III (111) Scheme III 
=---. ~ .... 

(iv) Scheme IV (lv) Scheme IV 

(v) Scheme V (v) Scheme V 

Figure 4.21 Figure 4.22 

_________ . ___ -_-_-._-_-_-. c.. __ -_-. _.-___ .. __ ~~ __ _ 

---- ---- --
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---------- ---

(1) Scheme I 

(H) Scheme Il (11) Scheme 11 

(Hl) Scheme III (111) Scheme III 

(iv) Scheme IV 

(v) Scheme V (v) Scheme V - '- _. 

Figure 4.23 Figure 4.24 
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(1) Scheme I (i) Scheme I 

(H) Scheme II (H) Scheme II 

(iii) Scheme III (Hi) Scheme III 

r 

(iv) Scheme IV (iv) Scheme IV 

(v) Scheme V (v) Scheme V .. 

j 
Figure 4.25 Figure 4.26 
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are hardly noticeable in the. busier part, whereas those introduced by 

the HT will be disturbing if they·. occur at an edge in the image. 

In general, the DCT is clearly superior to the HT in terms 

of data compression, achieving a lower bi t rate for the same picture 

quality for all schemes. Also the ' GIRL' image seems to be the bes t 

of the three images to code since it has the highest data compression 

figures for all schemes no matter what transform is used. This is 

mainly due to the smoothness of the image i.e. it does not contain 

many high frequency components, which makes the adaptation algorithm 

more efficient. From Table 4.4, the best schemes for each image with 

different transforms are summarised as shown in Table 4.5. 

It is noticed that with the OCT, Scheme V gives the best 

results for the 'GIRL' and 'SCENE' images, but is second to Scheme 11 

for the 'FLAT' image., However, with the HT, the best scheme for the 

'GIRL' and 'SCENE' images is Scheme IV but for the 'FLAT' image, it is 

Scheme 11. The results are encouraging because Schemes IV and V use 

less overhead information than the other schemes and hence are able to 

achieve better data compression. 

From the photographs shown in Figures 4.21 to 4.26, Scheme V 

gives the best performance. It introduces the least distortion into 

the plain part of the processed image and retains the details most 

fai thfully. Images processed with the OCT give better overall subjec-

tive quality than the corresponding ones using the HT at the same NMSE 

for the ·'GIRL' image. However for the 'FLAT' image, it is the other 

way round, mainly because that image contains many horizontal and 
.0 
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vertical edges which are more amenable to Hadamard transformation. 

'Ihe better performance of Scheme V compared with Scheme I, 

II and IV demonstrates the importance of incorporating the human 

visual characteristic in the. design of an adaptive transform coding 

system. Weighting the power: spectral density of the image with the 

human visual characteristic as in Equation (4.35) suppresses low fre

quency noise which, if appearing in the plain areas of the image, is 

most objectionable to the· eye. 'Ihe performance of Scheme III is not 

as good as that of Scheme V, probably because the computation of the 

weighted quantization distortion makes use of the estimated variances 

of the transform coefficients, which in the short-term may not be· 

independent. Similarly the use of the estimated variances based on 

the transform coefficients in Schemes I, II and IV may be the reason 

why they have an inferior performance compared with that of Scheme V. 

4.7 CONCLUSIONS 

From the studies above, it can be concluded that the per

formance of an adaptive transform coding system depends on (i) the 

adaptive algorithm .(ii) the source image and (iii) the transform used. 

Given the same adaptive algorithm, different source images are amenable 

to coding using different unitary transforms. The human visual system 

also plays an important role in the design of an efficient adaptive 

transform coding system. Of the two transforms investigated, the DCT 

performs better than the HT for all schemes and source images. ~n. 

general, Scheme V is preferred to the other schemes becaUSe it gives 
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the best picture quality for the processed Lmages, but the amount of 

data compression achievable overall is dependent on the source stati-

stics of the Lmages and the transform used. 

4.8 NOTE ON PUBLICATION 

A paper entitled "Adaptive transform coding of video images" . . 

has been accepted for publication in the lEE Proceedings, Part F. It 

is an abridged version of Chapter IV. 

.' 
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CHAPTER V IMll.GE DISPLAY 

5.1 INTRODUCTION 

In a low bit rate image coding system, the time taken for an 

image to fill the screen can be considerable. Therefore, the way in 

which the image is progressively built up from the moment the first pel 

is received until the last pel is transmitted is important. DPCM 

processes the image a line or a few lines at a time depending on 

whether one-dimensional or two-dimensional prediction is used. 

Therefore, at the receiver, the image is decoded and displayed line by 

line from top to bottom. The viewer will have no idea about the full 

content of the image until nearly all the lines are received and 

displayed. 

Transform coding, apart from achieving a greater bit rate 

compression ratio than the DPCM, possesses the ability to produce a 

blurred but recognisable image upon transmitting and inverse transform

ing at the receiver the first few coefficients of highest magnitude. 

Since the viewer is being given a 'preview' of what he is going to see 

if the full set of coefficients is received and converted into the pel 

domain, he will have the option of terminating the transmission of 

further coefficients if the image is of little use to him, thus 

effecting savings in time and cost. 

." 
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In this chapter, different sequences of transmitting the 

transform coefficients for image display are investigated. Different 

source im.ages are used in order' to ascertain how the source statistics 

affect the selection of the. transmission sequence. In the next sec-

tion, details of different sequences ·of coefficient transmission are 

described. Results of the: simulations are presented in Section 5.3 

while the following section contains a discussion of the results. 

Finally, conclusions are included in Section 5.5. 

5.2 IMAGE DISPLAY TECHNIQUES 

An image transformation can be viewed as a decomposition of 

the image data into a generalised two-dimensional spectrum. Each 

spectral component in the transform domain corresponds to the amount of 

energy of the spectral function within the image. Typically, the 

first (DC) coefficient defines the average brightness of ilie picture 

block and is therefore positive and the next few (AC) coefficients are 

large since in most images, low frequency components predominate. 

The AC coefficients give an indication of the amount of detail in the 

picture block. For example, the presence of large amount of vertical 

detail will manifest itself in large AC coefficients along the vertical 

edge of the transform block. Transmission of different coefficients 

gives visual effects of different kinds. The objective of this investi-

gation is to find a transmission sequence that not only give the best 

subjective effect but needs only the minimum number of coefficients •. . ~ -
." 
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5.2.1 Scheme I 

In this scheme, the order in which the coefficients are 

transmitted is based on theohierarchy of the coefficients used in 

reconstructing the image. TheOo position in the hierarchy ococupied by 

a coefficient is found by ranking it among the rest of the coefficients 

according to the NMSE of its reconstructed image when only that 

coefficient together with the DC coefficient are transmitted. Examples 

of the hierarchy of the DCT coefficients are given in Figure 5.1 for 

the 'GIRL', 'FLAT' and 'SCENE' images shown in Figures 4.12 to 4.14 

respectively. with a block size of 8 x 8 pels. 

Having established the hierarchy of the coefficients within 

the block, the coefficients are then transmitted according to the 

hierarchy in ascending order until an image of acceptable quality is 

obtained. 

5.2.2 Scheme II 

(116) 
It has been shown that the logarithm of variance of the 

transform coefficients decreases linearly along the zig-zag path as 

shown in Figure 4.7. In this scheme. the same zig-zag path is 

followed in transmitting the coefficients until an image of acceptable 

quality is obtained. 

5.2.3 Scheme III 

Unlike the two previous schemes, Scheme III is directional in 

nature. The transmission sequence starts with the OC coefficient'- and 
-" 
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1 3 6 10 16 23 22 30 

2 4 9 13 19 21 29 37 

5 8 11 17 24 35 34 44 

7 12 18 25 32 31 42 53 

14 15 20 33 40 46 54 49 

28 26 38 39 52 47 56 59 

27 36 41 48 55 57 60 63 

45 43 51 61 50 64 58 62 

(i) 'GIRL' image 

5 7 8 14 20 1 3 9 17 23 28 41 

18 21 26 31 40 2 5 10 19 29 36 48 

25 29 33 44 46 4 6 13 16 30 35 46 

28 35 41 47 54 7 8 14 22 40 44 51 

34 36 50 63 57 11 12 15 25 34 55 60 

38 45 51 53 60 18 20 26 31 39 49 61 

43 48 58 59 64 21 24 33 37 42 54 58 

55 52 56 61 62 32 27 38 45 47 43 57 

'FLAT' image (Hi) 'SCENE' image 

Figure 5.1 Hierarchy maps of the cosine transform 

coefficients 

50 

56 
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53 

59 

63 

62 

64 
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follows the vertical column until it reaches the end of the first 

column. It then continues with the. next column and so on until an 

image of acceptable quality is obtained~ 

5.2.4 Scheme IV 

This scheme is basically the same as Scheme III except that 

the transmission sequence now follows the rows instead of the columns. 

5.2.5 Scheme V 

This scheme follows the sequence as depicted in Figure 5.2, 

taking into account both the horizontal and vertical correlation in the 

image. 

1 2 4 6 8 10 12 14 

3 16 17 19 21 23 25 38 

5 18 27 28 30 34 40 45 

7 20 29 32 36 42 47 51 

9 22 31 35 43 49 53 56 

11 24 33 41 48 54 58 60 

13 26 39 46 52 57 61 63 

15 37 44 50 55 59 62 64 

Figure 5.2 Scheme V 

.' 
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5.3 RESULTS 

Simulations were carried out employing the five schemes 

described in the last section on three source images, namely the 'GIRL', 

'FLAT' and 'SCENE' images shown respectively in Figures 4.12 to 4.14. 

Throughout the investigation" the IlCT was used. Graphs of NMSE versus 

the number of coefficients transmitted are plotted for the five schemes 

with different source images. Figures 5.3 to 5.5 show the results for 

the 'GIRL', 'FLAT' and 'SCENE' images respectively. 

Furthermore, to demonstrate the visual effect of the trans

mission sequences I six frames each from the sequences in Scheme I and 11 

are presented as photographs for the 'GIRL' and 'SCENE' images as shown 

in Figures 5.6 and 5.8 respectively. For the 'FIAT' image, the 

sequences in Scheme I and V are presented as shown in Figure 5.7. Each 

frame contains four coefficients more than its preceding frame and the 

minimum number of coefficients is 4. 

5.4 DISCUSSION 

As evident from Figures 5.3 to 5.5, Scheme I gives the best 

performance in terms of NMSE for any given number of coefficients trans-

mitted for all three images. '!his is the case because the order in 

which the coefficients are transmitted is the optimum one for image 

reconstruction. However the drawback of the scheme is the need to 

compute the hierarchy map for each different image. Fortunately the 

p!,oblem can be overcome by selecting the transmission sequence used in 
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Figure 5.3 Results for the 'GIRL' picture 
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Figure 5.4 Results for the 'FLAT' picture 
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Figure 5.5 Results for' the 'SCENE' picture 
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(i) Scheme I (11) Scheme II 

Figure 5.6 
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(i) Scheme I ( ii) Scheme V 
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Figure 5.7 
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(i) Scheme I (ii) Scheme II 

I"iqure 5.8 
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Scheme 11 for the 'GIRL' and 'SCENE' images, and that used in Scheme V 

for the 'FLAT) image, because their performances'are very close to that 

of Scheme I. 

The results give credence to Tescher and Cox's view(116) 

tha t for a normal image, the. logari thm of the variance or energy of 

the transform coefficients decreases along the diagonal scan path 

shown in Figure 4.7 except in images where there are a lot of horizontal 

and vertical edges. Therefore for display purposes, images can be 

classified into two categories : one with smooth features and the 

other wi th significant edge detail. For the former category, Scheme 11 

would provide the best transmission sequence without incurring the 

extra overhead information required if Scheme I is used. On the other· 

hand, Scheme V would be appropriate for images· of the latter category. 

The other two Schemes (Ill and IV) perform less satisfactorily 

because they only take into consideration one-dimensional correlation 

in the image. Since most of images encountered in everyday life con-

tain high correlation in both horizontal and vertical directions, these 

two schemes will not be suitable for the transmission of coefficients 

except. in" cases where the image statistics are highly directional in 

nature. 

5.5 CONCLUSIONS 

The scheme that provides the'optimum transmission sequen~~ is 

undoubtedly Scheme I for all the three source images used in the 
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inves~gation. However, it suffers from the. disadvantage that it 

needs a hierarchy map for its implementation. Schemes 11 and V give 

comparable performances without requiring any overhead information, 

and are amenable to different source statistics. In this case, 

Scheme 11 performs well with the 'GIRL' and 'SCENE' images which con

tain smooth features whereas Scheme V produces results very close to 

Scheme I with the 'FLAT' image which contains many sharp horizontal 

and vertical transitions. 

.. 
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CHAPTER VI RECAPITULATION AND SUGGESTIONS FOR FUTURE WORK 

6.1 INTRODUCTION 

The insertion of true video images instead of graphics in 

a viewdata page represents a major improvement in the viewdata service. 

The problem with the present system which employs DPCM encoding, is 

the slow build-up of the video images on the screen. To provide a 

possible alternative encoding technique for the picture viewdata 

systems, transform coding is investigated. 

Initially, in order to become familiarised with picture 

viewdata systems, error detection and correction of DPCM-coded picture 

viewdata signals was carried out. Then an image reduction system was 

successfully designed employing three unitary transforms, the DFT, DCT, 

and HT. Image size reduction is necessary both to reduce the update 

time for the image and to save space so that alphanumeric text can be 

inserted alongside the reduced image. 

Reduction of image size reduces the amount of information 

needed for transmission. However, redundancy exists in the smaller 

image and can be reduced by adaptive transform coding techniques. 

Five adaptive schemes, two involving the human visual system were 

implemented. The final stage in the research programme was devoted 

to a search for a transmission sequence which gives good visual effect 

.. 
and needs little or no overhead information. 

." 
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6. 2 ERROR DETECTION AND CORRECTION 

The error detection algorithm is a variant of the Difference 

Detection and Correction SCheme(6S) employed in detecting errors in 

speech, and works by forming an adaptive detection threshold from the 

statistics of the received signal. An error is said to have occurred 

if the difference between adjacent pels is greater than the threshold. 

Correction is then carried out by simple interpolation of the adjacent 

pels. Error propagation inherent in DPCM coding is prevented by trans-

mitting a PCM update at the end of each line. In cases where the 

scheme fails, line replacement is employed instead. 

The detection and correction algorithm.was first investigated 

using a PCM system, and then further extended to a DPCM system. For 

PCM systems, the improvement in SNR is approximately 10dB for BER 

between 0.1 and 2.0%. Virtually all the errors were removed when 

BER < 0.6%. In the case of DPCM images, the improvement in SNR is l8dB 

over a range of BER from 0.1 to 1.0%, representing a substantial 

improvement in picture quality. 

System complexity can be traded against performance depending 

on the application. For example, line replacement is effective at low 

error rates but at high error rates, produces a mosaic structure in the 

enhanced image. In this instance, the statistical detection and correc-

tion method may be preferred even though its SNR values are lower than 

those of the line replacement method, because the enhanced picture 
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does not contain the mosaic structure and is thus more pleas~ng to the 

eye. 

6.3 IMAGE SIZE REDUCTION 

Image size reduction is basically a two-dimensional decima-

tion process. Prior to decimation, two-dimensional lowpass filtering 

is carried out to bandlimit the baseband signal so that aliasing is 

avoided. Lowpass filtering is usually achieved by convolution in the 

time domain or conversely, multiplication in the Fourier or frequency 

domain. It is also possible to carry out the filtering process in 

. (100) 
domains other than Fourier e.g. cos~ne , sine and Hadamard. Three 

different approaches to achieve image reduction were investigated. 

Initially, lowpass filtering and decimation in the time 

domain is examined. Lowpass filters used are the FIR and the 4th 

order Butterworth filter. Decimation takes place by selecting every 

Mth sample in the filtered sequence for a reduction factor of M. For 

image reduction by a rational factor ~, the original sequence is inter-

polated by adding (L-l) zeroes between each pair of the original samples. 

It is then lowpass filtered and decimated as before. It is important 

that in this case, interpolation precedes decimation so that the base-

band width of the intermediate signal i.e. the interpolated signal after 

filtering, is greater than or equal to that of the original and of the 

decimated signal. From the results of the simulations, the 4th order 

Butterworth filter is shown to give a better subjective performance 

• 
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than the FIR filter. 

With the ultimate objective of designing an image reduction 

system for transform coding, a scheme in which lowpass filtering is 

carried out in the cosine trasform domain but with decimation in the 

time domain was implemented. Lowpass filtering is achieved by multi-

plying together the transforms of the original signal and the filter 

impulse response. Inverse transformation of the resulting product 

gives the filtered signal. Decimation is then carried out on the 

filtered signal as described above. 

Finally, a transform image reduct~on system was designed and 

. implemented. It combines the lowpass filtering and decimation process 

in one operation, thus reducing processing time and system complexity. 

Lowpass filtering and decimation is achieved in the transform domain by 

discarding (as distinct from setting to zero) the coefficients outside 

a zone determined by the original transform block size and the reduction 

factor. Inverse transformation of the decimated transform bl~ck with 

an inverse transformation matrix of appropriate size produces the deci

mated image block. 

Transforms used in the simulations include the DFT, DCT and HT. 

The performance of the transforms is based on their ease of implementa

tion; their ability to provide a wide range of block sizes and last 

but not least, their subjective performance. Based on the criteria 

mentioned above, it is found that the DCT has the best performance of 

the three transforms used. • 
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6.4 DATA COMPRESSION 

Further to reduce the bit rate after the reduction of image 

size, adaptive transform coding techniques were employed. Five 

schemes were examined, includi.ng two which incorporate the human visual 

model in the formulation of their adaptive algorithms. Scheme I makes 

use of the high correlation that exists between the logarithms of the 

variances of the transform coefficients in a zig-zag scan path as shown 

in Figure 4.7. The variance map from which the bit allocation map is 

derived is estimated instead of transmitted, thus effecting a saving 

in overhead information. In Scheme II,the local activity of the trans-

form block is exploited to divide the blocks into four classes in which 

a lower activity block is allocated a lower bit rate and vice versa. 

Bit allocation for both schemes is proportional to the logarithm of 

the variances of the coefficients. Unlike the previous two schemes, 

Scheme III seeks to equalise the quantization distortions of the 

coefficients by assigning more bits to those coefficients with higher 

distortions. To take into account the unequal visibility of the quan-

tization distortions, they are weighted by the human visual characteristic 

given by Equation 4.15 so that the distortions which are most sensitive 

to the eye are quanti zed with the most number of bits. 

So far, in all the previous schemes, overhead information is 

necessary to implement·the adaptive algorithms at the receiver. In 

a departure from the previous approach, the variances of the coefficients 

are estimated solely from a knowledge of the received coefficients 

(Equation 4.33) in Scheme IV. Two coefficients are first transmitted 

.' 
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with a fixed number of bits to start the estimation process. Lastly, 

in Scheme V, instead of using estimated variances for hit allocation, 

they are derived from the power spectrum of the image (Equation 4.35) 

.. 1 th t· (126) . h . . QuantLzatlon emp oys e Max quan Lzer W1t m1nlmum mean square 

error criterion. The probability density function is assumed to be 

Rayleigh for the DC coefficients and Laplacian for the AC coefficients. 

The performance of the schemes depends. on two important 

factors the source image and the transform used. Two transforms 

(the DCT and HT) were used On three different source images (Figures 

4.12 to 4.14). It is found that ~he DCT achieves a higher data com-

pression ratio than the HT for the same picture quality for all schemes. 

Also, Scheme V produces results with the best overall subjective quality 

for both transforms and all three images. 

6.5 IMAGE DISPLAY 

Transform coding has the virtue of providing a blurred impression 

of the image quickly by inverse transforming only the first few coeffi-

cients. As more and more of the coefficients are included, the image 

is gradually restored to its original definition. A different 

sequence of transmission of the coefficients produces different visual 

effects as the image is built up. Obviously the optimum sequence of 

transmission is one which transmits the coefficients according to their 

hierarchy which is formed by ranking the NMSEs of the reconstructed 

images obtained as a result of transmitting each coefficient separately .. -
with the DC coefficient. Needless to say t. this sequence of transmission ." 
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requires the computation of the hierarchy map and this must be made 

known to the receiver. This overhead information can be excessive if 

the block size is large. 

Therefore, other sequences of transmission which are independent 

of the source images were examined. Two of them produced results 

close to those obtained with the hierarchical transmission of coefficients 

for different source images. One, which transmits the coefficients 

according to the diagonal. scan path shown in Figure 4.7, is comparable 

in performance to hierarchical transmission for the 'GIRL' and 'SCENE' 

images. For the 'FLAT' image, the transmission sequence is shown in 

Figure 5.2. This illustrates the effect of source statistics on the 

energy distribution in the transform domain. Transformation of images 

with smooth features such as the 'GIRL' .image, produces coefficients 

with magnitudes which decrease with increasing distance from the DC 

coefficient. On the other hand, images with many horizontal and verti

cal edges, e.g. the 'FLAT' image, produce coefficients with large magni

tudes along the horizontal and vertical edges of the transform block. 

6.6 SUGGESTIONS FOR FUTURE WORK 

Owing to the constraints of facilities and time available, work 

was carried out on monochrome images only, and could be extended to 

code colour images with slight modifications, especially if they are 

available in component form. The research carried out on data com-

pression indicates the potential of adaptive transform coding. 
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only two-dimensional transformation is investigated. It is possible 

to include one more dimension, i.e. the temporal dimension, as in 

moving pictures, in order to exploit the redundancy that exists there, 

So far in most of the adaptive transform coding work available 

in the literature, the quantization strategy employs the Max quantizer 

with minimum mean square error criterion. Since the human observer is 

the end user of an image processing system, a quantizer design based 

on subjective criteria would increase the observed fidelity of the pro-

cessed image. Thus, a possible area of research would be to improve 

the modelling of human visual system and the design of the quantizers 

based on such models, 

.' 
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Prom Equation (3.70), 
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Now consider the expression 

i.e. 

Hence 

N 
1-z 
1-z 

N-1 
1: 
k=l 

N-1 
1: 
k=l 

= (l_zN) (l_z)-l 

N 2 
= (l-z ) (1+z+z + ----) 

(1+z+z2+ ____ ) _0 (zN+z (N+1) + ____ ) 

k 
z = 

N 
1-z 
1-z 

jk1f (2n-1) 
2N . 

e 

- 1 

o1f (2n-1) J2" 
1 - e 

=------

1 -
j;N (2n-1) 

e 

- 1 

(II.5) 

(II.6) 

(II.7) 

(II.B) 

(II.g) 

. 
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From Equation CII.9) above, 

1 - e 

11 
j-(2n-l) 
2 = - 2j e 

]"!.(2n-ll 
4· sin [: (2n-l) ] 

Similarly, 

]"2N1I(2n-l) j4N1I (2n-l) [11 ] 
sin 4N (2n-l) 1 - e = - 2j e 

Equation (11.9) then becomes 

N-l 
E e 
k=l 

"k1l ]-(2n-l) 
2N . 

ej~(2n-l) sin [i-(2n-l)] 

j4~(2n-l) sin[...2':.(2n-l)] 
e 4N 

- 1 

(II.lO) 

(II.ll) 

j...2':.(2n-l) (N-l) 
4N 

sin[~(2n-l) ] 

sin[4~(2n-l) ] 
- 1 (11.12) 

= e 

Taking only the real parts, 

/11 (2n-l) 
2N 

= cos [4~ (2n-l) (N-l)] 
sin[~(2n-l) ] 
sin[ 4~(2n-l) ] 

Substituting Equation (11.13) in Equation (11.5) 

+ cos [411N (2n-l) (N-l) ] 
sin[~(2n-l) ] } 

sin[4~(2n-l) ] 

- 1 (II.l3) 

(II.14) 

." 
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Therefore, 

w(n) = x(n) * h(n) * 4' {2fl - 1 

+ cos [4~ (2n-l) (N-l)] (II.15) 

where x(n) and h(n) are the lDFT of XF(k) and HF(k) respectively. 

APPENDIX III 

Let {y.} be a sequence of J sample values, {x.} the sample 
~ ~ 

numbers and {y.}, the estimated values of {y.} a s given by 
~ ~ 

;; mx, 
~ 

where m and c are constants. 

+ c 

The mean square error between Yi and Yi is defined by 

2 1 
J 

c)2 e. 1: (y. - m x. -
~ J i=l ~ ~ 

Minimising 2 have el' we 

2 
ae. 

2 
J 

~ 1: (y i c) 0 = x. - m X. - = 
am J 

i=l 
~ ~ 

2 
ae. 2 

J 
~ 

1: (y. c) 0 ~ - m x. - = ac J i=l ~ ~ 

(Ill. 1) 

(Ill.2) 

(Ill. 3) 

(IIl.4) 

.' 



From Equation 

J 
E 
i=l 

which gives 

c 

where 

(Ill. 3) , 

x. 
1. 

= 

2 
x 

Yi 

1 
J 

x 

= 

- m 

J 
E 
i=l 

= 

1 
J 
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J 
2 

E x. = 
i=l 

x. Yi 

1 
J 

1. 

X 

J 
E 
i=l 

J 2 
E xi 
i=l 

1. 

- m 

x. 
1. 

2 
x. 

1. 

J 
c E 

i=l 

From Equation (111.4), 

J 

E 
i=l 

which gives 

where 

y. - ID 
1. 

ID = Y 

Y = 

J 

E xi 
i=l 

- C 

x 

1 
J 
E 

J 
i=l 

'J 

Yi 

E 
i=l 

c = J.c 

x. 
1. 

Substituting Equation (111.6) into Equation (111.10) 

(IlLS) 

(IIl.6) 

(Ill. 7) 

(IlLS) 

(IlI.9) 

(Ill .10) 

(IlI.11) 
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1 J 
- E Xi Yi - m 
J i=l ~ ~ 

m = 

x 

which on simplification gives 

1 
J 
E x. Yi - x Y J 
i=l 

~ 

m = 
2 

a 
X 

where 
2 2 

cr = x 
x 

Also from Equation (111.10), 

c y - m x 

2 
x 

The correlation coefficient r is defined as 

1 J 
- E x. Yi - x y 
J 

i=l 
~ 

r 
a a 

x y 

From Equations (111.13) and (111.16), 

r = 
m a 

x 
a 

Y 

] / x (IlI.12) 

(IlI.13) 

(IlI.14) 

(IlI.1S) 

(IlI.16) 

(IlI.17) 

.' 




